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O. lntroduct:~n 
We consider chains (linearly orderec subsets) in arbitrary Boolean algebras 
(BA's). Specifically, we study mainly the cardinal function depth, where depth A is 
the supremum of tX t, X a subset of A well-ordered under the Boolean ordering 
(the name comes from Juhfisz [14], anti is more intuitive for inverse well- 
orderings). Our main results ar~:: Theorem t. 1.1. If depth A = • and cf~¢ := co, then 
depth is attained (for t¢ singular and cfK > w, by Corollary 1.2.6 this no longer 
holds); Theorem 1.3.1. If cfK > to, A has no chain of type cfK, and B has no chain 
of type ~, then A * B has no chain of type ~¢; Theorem 1,7.1 l (GCH), If ]AI = A+, 
A has a chain of type ~, and ~o~ < ~¢ ~< Ix <~ ,\, then A has a subalgebra of power Ix 
and depth ~¢ (there are counterexamples for ~ = A+). We also consider more 
briefly two other cardinal functions. The ordinal depth of A is the supremum of 
the order types of well-ordered subsets of A. It is never ~ttained, and has the 
form w" • n with either n > 1 or else n = 1 and a a singular ordinal with cfc~ > w. 
The length of A is the supremum of IXI, X a chain in A. Our main results about 
this are Theorem 3.3. If length A = K with cfK = ~o, then length is attained (with 
counterexaraples for singular K having cfK >w);  and Theorem 1.3.l with 'depth' 
replaced by 'length'. In the course o( our investigations we have run across several 
problems which we cannot solve; w~ list five of them. 
Several papers are related to this one. Boolean algebras generated by chains 
have been extensively studied: see [19, 16, 20, 21, 12], Chains in Boolean algebras 
in general have not been studied so much. Jakubik [13], Day [6], and Gr~itzer 
[9, 10] have considered maximal chains in Boolean algebras, 
We are grateful to R. Laver, S. Shelah, and the ;eferee for useful information 
about some of the questions we have considered. 
We use standard set-theoretical nd algebraic notation. MA stands for Martin's 
axiom. For any infinite cardinal A we let 2oA=A, "~+~A=2 ~,,x, and 2~,A = 
U ,<,  2,~x for/~, limit. Further, "~, = 2,w. A Bootean algebra is identified with its 
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universe. A is ~-complete if any subset of A of power <r  has a supremum, fPK 
denotes the Bi:~ of all subsets of K, ~K the set of all subsets of K of power A, 
while ~,:xK denotes the set of all subsets of r of power <)t, A satisfies the 
K-chain condition, K-c.c., if every collection of pairwise disjoint elements of A 
has power <K. The cellularity of A, cell A, is the supremum of cardinali'des of sets 
of pairwise disjoint elements of A. If A is any BA and a~A,  then A ~a is 
{x: x <~a} considered as a BA. f:  A --~ B indicates that f is a homomorphism from 
A onto B. Given a linearly ordered set L, the interval algebra on L is the algebra 
of subsets of L generated by the half-open intervals [a, b) and [a). A BA A is 
cardinality-homogeneous if [A l 'a l=lAl  whenever 07La~A.  For A aBA and 
X c_ A, Sg X is the subalgebra generated by X and Ig X the ideal generated by X. 
Fr(X.: a<K)  is the free algebra with free generators (X.: a<K) .  For any 
X, X ~= X and X °=-X .  Further notation is introduced as needed. 
The following basic lemma is frequently used below. 
Lemma O. Let X he a chain in A x B oj" infinite cardinality K. Then the projecti, ms 
of X are chains, and one of them has size K. I f  X has order type K, then X has a 
subset of order type K on which one of the two projectio~ks i one~to-one. 
To prove the last part of this lemma, define for i =0, 1 x~y iff x, y~X and 
x~ = y~, where V Z ~ X(Z  = (Zo, ZO). If there are K ~-classes, then a subset Y of 
X with exactly one member in common with each ~-~-class i as desired. One of 
~-o, ~ has ~ classes. 
1. Depth 
For any BA A we let 
depth A =toUsup{IXl: Xc_ A, X well-ordered by the Boolean 
ordering}. 
We cot,sider several aspects of this notion: in order of our exposition-- 
attainm nt; behavior under products; free products; amalgamated free products; 
reduced products; homomorphisms; subalgebras: unions; automorphisms; special 
algebras. 
I, 1. Attainment 
We say that depth is attained in A if there is a well-ordered X~A with 
IX[ = depth A. Our basic result here is: 
Thet~rem 1.1.1. ~}: depth A = K antt cf• = to, then depth is attained. 
Prooi. We may assume that ~ > ~o. Let (,~, : i < ~o) be a strictly increasing sequen~ 
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of cardinals with supremum ~, where ho = 0. Now we call a ~ A an m-element if Ai 
is embeddable in A I a for all i<eo. Thus I is an ~-element. We claim: 
If a is an o~-clement and a =b+c with b .  c =0,  then b is an 
m-element or c is an oo-element. (1) 
For, by Lemma 0 it is clear that for every i<~o, & is embeddable in b or in c. 
So (1) holds. 
Using (1) we construct a sequence (a~: i<to)  of elements of A by induction; 
suppose a i has been constructed for all j < i so that []i<~ -a~ = b !s an ~-element. 
Let (c,,: ~<A~+~) be an isomorphic embedding of ~+t into b. By (1). one of c~. 
and b--ca, is an ¢~-elemcnt, while clearly A~ is embeddable in both of these 
elements, So we can choose a~ ~b so that a~ is embeddable in a~ and l-I i-~-ai is 
an -~-element. This finishes the constructioq. 
For each i < w let (b,,~ : a < )q) be an embedding of h., in a~. Note that a, - a, = 0 
if i< j<w.  Hence the following sequence (d , , :a<K)  is clearly the desired 
embedding of ~ into A. Given a < ~, there is a unique i such that & ~a <h~t .  
We let d, := a~ + . . . .  ~- a, + b~, ~.,. 
We show in Corollary 1.2.6 below that Theorem 1.1.1 is best possible. 
1.2. Products 
The behaviour of depth in products is quite clear, so we state the facts without 
detailed proofs. 
Theorem 1.2.1. depth I],~::~ A~ = II1U sup,~caepth A~. 
Theorem 1.2.%. Let K =sup,~6tepth A~, and suppose that K is regular. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) depth 1-L ~ A~ is not attained; 
(ii) I1] < ~¢. and V i ~ I (A, has no chain of type ~¢). 
Theorem 1.2,3. Let ~ =sup~qdepth A~, and suppose that K is singuiar. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) depth[Ld  A~ is not attained; 
(ii) Ill< K. V i e I ( A~ has no chain of type K ), [{ie I: depth A~ = K}l<cf~, and 
sup{depth Ai: iE / ,depth  Ai < K}< ~¢, 
Pra~J|. (i)~. (ii) is clear. Assume (ii), and suppose that (x.: a<K)  is strictly 
increasing in [] i~ A~. Define 
J i={e~<~:x , j<x .~ l i}  for i~ I ;  
K ={i~ l :depth A~ = K}; 
A :: sup{depth A~: i ~ L depth A~ < K}. 
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Then ) t<r ,  V ie I \K  (lJ, l<~t), IKI<cfK, and V ieK(IJ~I<K). So lt_t,J,l<~. 
Hence for a eK\ l . J~ l J i  we have x= =x~÷~, which is impossible. 
We also discuss depth for the weak product of a system (A~: i~" I) of BA's, 
defined as 
Theorem 1.2.,I, Let supi~tdepth A~ = K with cfK >No. Then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) [I'~rAi has no chain of type r; 
(ii) V i ~ I (Ai has no chain of type K). 
For the proof of this theorem (easy), see the more general Theorem 1.10,2. 
Corollary 1.2.5. depth [I~'~r A~ =supper depth Ai. 
Corollary 1.2.6, If ~; is a limit cardinal with cfK >No, then there is a BA of depth K 
which is not attained. 
1.3. Free products 
If A = (A~:i ~ I) is a system of BA's, a free product of A is a pair (B, f) such 
that B is a BA, f = (L : i e I) is a system of isomorphic embeddings fi : At -~ B, 
LJi~xffAi generates B, and if i 6 " l  is one-to-one and a ~lIf<,, (Ai~\{0}), then 
[L<,~ f, i )ai~ O. Usually we assume that each ~ is an inclusion map, speak of the 
free product of A, and write B = *~E~ Ai, For two BA's Ao and Al  we use the 
notation Ao * A~. 
Our main result on free products and depth is as follows. Its proof is so written 
that the analogous theorem for length (Theorem 3.6) follows with practically no 
change. (The proof is much easier for regular ~:,) 
Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose that cfK > co, A has no chain of type cf~¢, and B ha~ no 
chain of type K. Then A * B has no chain of type K. 
Proof. An element x of A * tl is of length n if we can write 
X= ~.. ai "hi, 
i <vt  
where V i < n (0 ~ a~ ~ A, 0 ~ b~ c B) and for all distinct i, j < n, b~ • b~ = O, and x 
cannot be so written for any m < n, Note that then ai ~ a~ for all distinct i, j < n. 
Clearly it suffices to show that for all , ,  A * B ha~ no chain of type K all terms of 
which have length n. Assume that n is minimum such that this is not true. Say 
Xc_A*B,  X a chain of type K, each member x of X of length n, 
x = Y. a : .  b~ 
i<n  
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where  Vi<n (O#aXeA,  O#b~B)  and b~. b ,--( whenever  2<j<n.  If n 1, 
then ao~ "~--~- ao ~ and bo~ "~ bo" whenever  x, .v e X and x < y, Since A has no chain of 
type cf~ it follows lhat there is a Y ~ X of size ~.~  ith ao~ -- a0" for all x, y e Y. But 
then b~< b~") whenever  x, y ~-Y and x < y, contradict ing our assumption on B. 
Thus n > 1. 
'~-<: v ~ S ~ b ~ and hence For  x, yeX  with x<y,  and i<n we have a~. b~ ~,  ,< ,  , 
if x, y e X with x < y, and i < n, then b~<~ " b~'. (1) 
Fur thermore ,  
if x, ye  X;  x< y: i , j<n:  and b~ • b} '¢0,  then a;~-~a~ '. (2) 
For,  the hypotheses  imply that a~. b~'. l l k_ , , ( -a} ;+-bD=0:  multiplying by bf 
gives the conclusion of (2). 
Now we shall use (1) and (2) to prove 
there i sa  g~Xr~ such that a~.~ a~ whenever  x, y<~X and x<y. (3) 
< ~ t is closed in the To prove (3), note that if x, y c X and x < y then {g ~ Xn: a~ ~ a .j 
space xn (with discrete topology on n and product  topology). Thus by compact-  
ness of xn it suft]ces to show that if x, < .  - - < x,, in X, then there is a g e Xn such 
x that a~I, <~" • " ~ a.~.,. However ,  this is clear f rom (1) and (2) by a simple inductive 
argument.  
~ - ~ There  are <cfK equivalence classes, Now define x -~ v iff x, y e X and a   a. ,,. 
so some equivalence class has ,< elements.  We may take thi;  equivalence class in 
place of X:  retabel ing, we simply assume that each a~ is a constant so. Now for 
any x e X the e lement  x . -a~ has length <n.  so I{x'-ao: xe  X}[<K. Hence by 
Lcmma 0 the set {x • ao: x e X} has K e lements.  Thus cutting down again we may 
assume 
for all x c X and i < n we have a~ ao (4) 
Now if x, y e X, x < y, 0 < i < n, and b~" b[ # 0, then by (2) and (4) ao ~< a[  ~ c..o, 
contradict ion (see the initial remarks to this proof).  Thus by (1), 
if x, y c~ X and x < y, then ba ~< bg. (5) 
Next, for any x ~:X and 0<~i< n let 
A~={yeX:x<:y  and b~;b~;}. 
We claim now that there is a function [ : X --, { l, • • •, n - l } such that 
if x, y~X,x<y,  and y~a;~,  then r, ~ ix, and ar,.__.a~; (6) 
x C /  x if xeX,  a~a,  with 0<j<n and j#fx ,  then Af_, a~. (7) 
To prove this claim we again use the compactness  of x{1 . . . . .  n - l}"  it is 
sulticient to take any linite sequence xo<'"  .<x,,, ~ of e lements  of X and 
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con., truct a function/:{x0 . . . . .  x,,..t} ~ { I . . . . .  n - 1 } satisfying (6) and (7) with X 
replaced by {Xo,...,x,,--t}. We construct .f by induction. Let a~.¢ o be maximal 
among all a~,, for j>0;  then both (6) and (7) vacuously hold (recall again that 
a~"  a~' for k# l). Now suppose that fxo . . . . .  fx~ have been eonstruc'ed so that (6) 
and (7) hold. 
Case 1. x~+t E a~,. Again let a~:?, be maximal among all a~-, for j > 0. So (7) 
holds vacuously, and (6) also holds vacuously, since x~+t < a~, for any i ~ 1. as is 
easily seen, using (5). 
Case 2. x~+~ Af-~. Thus bf*~,~b~"'. Now 
there is a . />0 such that b}',~- b~- ,#0 and a~, - ,Ga~.  (8) 
For, otherwise for all i>0  with b~,. b,,,, #0 choose z~ ~5~,,,\&~.¢; note that 
there exist such j by (1). and that then b~ ,~, ~< b~¢ and be"-'. ` @ bo'. Let zh, be maximal 
among such z v Then 
-< ~, . ,  ~ . b? , ,#O, />O}~b&,  bf~bo + ~{b~"":b G
a contradiction. Thus (8) holds, and from it we see by (2) that lhcre is a ] > 0 such 
that a*, -<-a~,., and *,.,~ ~, ¢~, . , A~ ¢ ; .  We let fx ,~ be such a ] with A~,., minimal, and 
among all k with A~ .... .  zl~,-, one with a~ +t maximal. So (6) holds for i and i+  1. 
Now suppose ]< i  and xi+~zl~< r If x~ earL, then b'~<~bg,~b~ ,.,, contradiction. 
So x~a~;,,, and (6) for i and i yields (6) for ] and i+1.  For (7t. suppose 
a~;,i2 , ~<a}',*,, ] >0,  and ]¢= fx~+~. Thus by the minimality and maximality choices. 
A~- ,gA~?, ,  i.e.. A. , , , kA~; ,#O.  It remains to show that ~;2,__.3~,.,. Ch(×~se 
v ~ zl~,-, \ A~,  and let u ~ f;~;~,. Thus br~,. ' ~ bo. b, , ~ bo, and bf~ ~, ~ bYv So v < u 
and b~',., ~< b~ ~< b~, as desired. We have now proved that f exists satisfying (6) and 
(7). 
From (6) we easily obtain 
if x, ?~X and x<y,  then/1~ A~. (9) 
Now def inex~y iffx, yeXandx=y,  orsa~ x<y and whenever x<~r~<u~<y, 
then afx~( I f r~<Ufu~x .< r  a"f~.. So - is an equivalence relation and the --classes are 
convex. Also 
x -< if x ,y~X,x<y,  and xTLy. then br~--b~, and if i<n  and a~.~ (10) 
a ~, then b~' ~ ba. 
x v .  For, suppose, x, y e X, x <y,  and b~b~,  we show that x ~ y. So, assume that 
t - -  . ,  , x  . . . .  ~' If u~At~ , x~r<<-u<~y. By (9), k}',,cA~, so y~Af,, and hence by (6) af,,-~a~,. 
then bf~-, <~ i5~; ~< b~, a contradiction. Thus u~ Af~  hence u~ A~v' by (9) and so a'e, -<~ at,," 
by (6). If r~:zlr~, then bf,,~b[~<-b}',. ~,contradiction. So r~a h hence (G<~a~, by 
(6). Thus ): ~ y, as desired, For the second part of (10), assume its hypothesis: by 
the first part, assume (ly¢ i#f~, By (7), A~,c: a~ Hence v~,  i.e., b~-~bo. We 
have established (10). 
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Now if S is a selector for ~-classes,  then {b~: x ~ S} is a chain in B of size IS I by 
(5) and (10); so, Is!< ,~; i.e., Ix/~I<K. Now suppose that x j~ has ~¢ e lements  for 
some xos  X. Since {a~: x ~ x,/~} has <cf~ elements,  there is ayc_  x. /~ of power  
on which a~ has some constant value ~'. Relabel ing, we may assume that fx = 1 
for all x ~ 'Y, and hence each x ~: Y has the form 
x ,a , , . I , ;+a ' .b~+ ~ a~.b~. 
IM i - -  ~1 
Then Lemma 0 gives a contradict ion,  since both {x.  a':  x ~ Y} and {x • -a :  x ~ Y} 
consist of  e lements  of length <n.  We have shown 
Ix/~l < ,~, and each ~-c lass has size <K. (I 1) 
Now we relabel in order  to assume that )= 1 for all x e X. 
Note by (11) that K is singular. For any -~-class k, {c~: x ~. ~<} is a chain; hence if 
[k] ~,~ * with A < K, there is a subset k' of k of power  A" such that a:~ = a~' for all 
x. y ~ k', Since there are .... classes of arbitrari ly big size <K, clearly there is a 
subset X' of X of power  ~< such that, if x, y c X'  and x < y and x ~ y, then a~ = al .  
Hel lce 
n "> 2. ( 121 
For  assume that n ~: 2. Note that if E and E '  are equivalence relations on X '  each 
with <K classes, then E n E' also has <K ~ classes. We apply this remark to ~., ~ ' 
~t x x _ ~, v ~t x ~r and ~ ,where  x~'y  i f fb0+b~-bo+bi  andx~ y i f fbo=b~.  ~ has<~< classes 
by (5). .~' has <~ classes by ( I k  since b;+b~-<.b~;+bl for x~<y. So E= 
f3 ~-' f)~-" has <~¢ classes. But if xEy, then x = y. a contradict ion.  
Now for any x ~ X '  let 
u~ = ,~. {a; *- b~:: a~ > a~}, 
Note that v~ = u~ +a l  • b~ by a remark at the beginning of this proof.  Then 
if x, y e_~ X' ,  x < y, and x .~ y, then u~ ~ u~,, (13) 
To prove this, assume its h~)otheses ;  we are to show ~V{a~.b~:a i>a~}~ 
{a; .  b): a?'> al}. 
To this end,  take any i with a~>a" , :  we want to sh~,w that 
a~, b{ . -v .  {a~, b~: a)'>al'}=O. By de Morgan's  la~ and the distributive taw 
this means that if F= {i: a ) '>a l}  and O~ I' we walli to show that 
a~'  b[ I-[ ~-a?" I~ -b}"=0.  (14) 
So suppose that b~- I I~r \o  -br ¢ 0 Then by (1) there is a k e n \ (F \  O) such that 
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b~" b~0,  and thus by (2) a~a~. Hence a~=a~<a[~a~,, so k~I" and hence 
k~@,  So 
a~. I-I -ai'~<a~" -a~=0, 
as needed to prove (14) and hence (13). We also have 
if x, y EX '  and x < y, then Vx <~v~,. (15) 
For, if x -  y the proof is as above. Suppose x'/-y. Let F = {i: a~" ~ a I} and suppose 
that 0 c_ F and a~'/--a~; we want to prove (14) again. Now 0 e F, and if 0 E 0 we 
a~e through. Suppose OEF\O. Then by (10), b~b~,  so (14) holds, and (15) 
follows. 
Now we consider two cases 
Case 1. [{v~: xEX'}I<K. Then there is an X"~X'  of power K such that, if 
x, y E X", :c < y, and x ~ y, then v~ = v~.. F'or any x ~ X" let 
z~ = a,,, ~ {t,t: a, - -a ,}+- , .  
From (15) we have 
if x, yEX"  and x<y,  then ~..{b[: a~>-a~}~{b~': a~'~a~}; if 
moreover x - -y ,  then = holds. 
Hence we can show 
if x, y E X", x < y, and x ~ y, then z~ < zy. (17) 
for ,  x<y and ~- -vv ,  so w~ <w~. and then (16) yields (17). 
If x, y c X", x < y, and x J- y, then z~ ~< z,,. ( 183 
For, in view of (16) it is enot,,gh to suppose that a~ ~ a ~ and 1" ~ {] < ~1 : a ~' ~ a ]} 
:and show that 
a~.b~.l-I-a~-1-I-b~':--O. 
Suppose b~:. H~,. ~r-b~' ¢ 0. Then there is a k E U such that b~. b~ :~: O, so aT-~ a~, 
as desired. 
F~x~m (17) and (18), by eliminating the last element, if there is one, from each 
~-class for X" we get X'"c_z X" of power ~ on which z is strictly increasing. Since 
each z~ is of length <n,  this is a contradiction. 
Case 2. i{vx:x E X'} ! = ~. We may assume that v, = x for all x ~ X'. Then 
ifx, y~X'  and x<y,  then u~, .  (19) 
For, if x ~-y this is given in (13), so suppose x7 c y. Take i with aT>a~. Then by 
~' ~ (which holds because y (!,0) b~<-b~;, and a~b~<~ t will follow from ao = ao>a  
has length n). 
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Since, each u, has length <n+ by (t9)  we see that i{u, :x  ~ X'}i < K. Hence there 
is an X"~X'  of power ~ such that x, y~ X" and x ~ v imply u, :.: u~. 
For all x c X" let 
Then 
i fx, y~X" ,x<y,  and x~y,  then z~<z~.  (20) 
This is proved just like (17). 
If x, y ~ X" and x < y, the,i z< -<- z,,. (21) 
For, we warit to show, when x ~ y, 
,l~. b~ • (--a~ + - / 'y ) .  I-I {-b~: a~' < a~'} :: O. 
Since b~ ~ bt'~ by (10), this is clear. 
Now from (20) and (2 ~), as in Case 1, we find a subset X"  of X" of power K on 
which z is strictly increasing. But this contradicts (12). 
tlsin,,: Theorem 1,3.1 it is rather easy to describe depth for free products in 
general, and attainment for them. That is the purpose of the rest of our results of 
this section. 
Theorem 1.3,2. Let  ~ be regul,,~r and uncountable, Suppose that for eve~ i ~ ! a 
BA  A~ has no chain of type ~. Then * ,_r A~ has no chain of type ~. 
Proof. Suppose (x,. : a <. ~) is a strictly increasing sequence in * ,~  A~. For each 
a <K let F. ~_ I be a finite support of x., i.e.. x. =~ *~r-;. A,. We may assume that 
(F . :a<~)  forms a A-system, say with kernel G, that is, I :~NF~=G for all 
distinct t~,/3 e ~:. We may also assume thai I~,l is constant and that this constant 
value is minimal. By Theorem 1.3. t, we may assume that F<, ~- G for all a < ~ ; fix 
s, E t~, \ G for each a <; K. Write 
x,, = V aT" t,7 
where 0< a{' < 1, a~' ~ A<o, b}' ~ 0 is in the subalgebra generated by L-Jk ~;, xl,.,i Ak, 
and i< j~a~'°a} '=O,  for all a<~:  and i , j<tt~. We may assume that n, = m is 
constant. If m = t, then for c, </3 wc have a{;. h[; .... a~ ::0,  which is impossible 
by freeness. Thus m > t. If t~ </3, then 
Y_. a? h~' N (--'iP+ '<' - . . . . . .  I:, ) -0 ,  
so for every i<  m and Y'~ m we have 
a:, I'I-<'P' rI 
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Taking F= m we get by freeness Y~<,, a~ = 1. Taking i, j < m and I"-~-" m \{]} we 
then get b~' <~ bl ~. Since this is true whenever t~ </3 < ~¢ and i, j < n|, and since [E,I 
was minimal, there is an a<K such that b[ ~ := b~ for all /3>e~ and all i , j<m.  So 
we may assume that x, has the form (~t .... a~)'  c all a <K, which is clearly 
impossible. 
Corollary 1.3.3. depth * ~: ~A~ = sups, ~depth At. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Let depth B = ~. If A has a chain of type cf~c, dten A * B has a 
chain of type ~¢. 
Proof. We may assume that : is singular, let (A¢ ~<cfK)  be a strictly increasing 
continuous equence of infinite cardinals with supremum K. Let (a<: ~:<cfK) be 
strictly increasing in A, and for each ~<cfK let (/.~.: rl <A,)  be strictly increasing 
in B. Now for Ao~<a<~<, choose ~<cfK with A~<~c~<Ae.~ and let 
c~ = a~ + b~÷ ~.~, •a~.~ • -a~. 
It is easily checked that (c. : A~< a < ~r} is strictly :ncreasing in A * B. 
The following two corollaries ummarize our results on depth in free products. 
Theorem 1.3.5. Let B= *~ At, depth B=~:, c fK>Nt.  K singular. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) B has no chain of type K; 
(ii) there is a unique i s  I such that: depth A~ = K. A has no chain of type K, and 
for ]~ i, A~ has no chain of typ, cf~. 
Theorem 1.3.6. Let *~z Ai = B, depth B = ~ >No, ~ regular. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) B has no chain of type K; 
(ii) for all i ~ I, At has no chain of type, K. 
1~4. Amalgamated free products 
Let (A,f.  B) be such that A is a BA, B =(B~: i~ I} is a system of BA's, and 
f =: (~: i ~ l) is a system such that ~ is an isomorphic embedding of A into Bt for 
each i E I. An A-amalgamated free product of (A, f. B) is a pair ((7.. g) such that C is 
a BA, g = (g~: i ~ I) is a system of isomorphic embeddings gi :B, ~ C. g~ o/~ = ~ o 
for all i, j e I, for distinct i, j ~ 1 we have g*B~ f3 g*B i = g*]~A, I_)~E g 'B ,  gener- 
ates C, and if i E "I is one-one, b ~I-L<,, Bt~. and 1]~<,, g~bi = 0, then there exists a 
a ~ "A such that V i < n (b i ~]~ai) and [L.~ a~ = 0. Usually we assume that all ft. gi 
are inclusion maps, speak of the A-amalgamated free product, and write C= 
.A 
"~¢t B~. For two BA's Bo, Bt we use the notation Bn*~B 1. Note that then 
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b~. bt = 0 {with bo c~ B~. b, ~ B~) implies the existence of a e A with bo ~< a, b~ ~< 
-a ,  We also note the fol lowing facts about this notion. 
B i a ~;  '~ (B  i I a )  for a e A ,  
i | ; *~l  
..k 
* t~, ~: I ]  * t19, ~x~ for .;x fi.i~e, 
i ,  I Xv,A~ A ~, t 
Using these facts one can easily show. 
Fheorem 1.,1.1. For a fi~dte, Theorems 1.3.2-1.3.3, 1.3.6 hold .for A-amalgan'~ated 
free products. 
Theorem 1.3.4 does not carry over to A -amalgamated  free products. For 
example,  let K be a singular cardinal with cf~<'-,N~, let A be a four -e lement  BA,  
with atoms a , -a ,  and choose B, ( '~ ,4  so that t9 I a and C l 'a  have depth cf~ 
attained, B[ a is denumcrable ,  while ( ' l ' - -a  has depth not attained (sec 
Corol lary 1.2.6L Thus B has a cht,.in of type cf~ and depth (" = K, but B *,x C has 
no chain of type K. An amalgamated version of Theorem 1.3.5 for finite A is: 
Theorem 1.4.2. Let ~: =depth  =~)t B~, where A is finite, and suppose that K is 
singular with cf~ >No. 71w;I tire foUowing an" equivalent: 
(i) *i'~:! Bi has no chain of type ~<; 
(ii) for every' atom a of A,  *,,  t(BI [a )  has no chain of type K. 
Now we go to the general  case, where A can be infinite. Here  the situation is 
much different from the case of free products,  as is shown by the following result. 
Theorem 1.4.3. Let K, A, It, v be inIinite cardinals su¢'l~ that ~ ~ A, It and A, I~ <<, v, 
Then there exist BA's  A, 13, C with A c B. C, depthA=K,  depthB=A,  depth 
C = ~, and depth(B  *, ,xC)= v, 
Proof .  First we show the following, which is of some independent  interest. 
There  exist ccc BA 's  A, 13, C such that [AI = {Bt =ICI  = v artd 
(1) 
B *aC has a chain of type r. 
For,  let B=Fr (x . :a<v) .  and let A=Sg({xo-x . ' -x~:O<a</3<v}U 
{-xo"  x.~ • -x;~: 0<a </3 < ~,}). Let C be free on (y, :  a < p), with B n C = A and 
for" all 0 < a </3 < v, xo • x,, - -xt~ = Yo" Y. ' -Ya and -xo  • x. • --x~ = 
-~Yo 'Y . ' -Y~.  Now for" 0<a<v let z .=xt~'3 . - , ,~- -yo 'y , ,  (in B*.~C).  Then 
z,_, < zg~ if 0< a -</3 < i,. In fact, z . . - - zu=xo,&~. -yo .y  ~ . -x~+ 
xo • x,, • - Yo" Y. " -- Y~, and {~ = xo • x~ • -x~ c A shows that 
xo" x,  • -Yo" Y,, " -x~ =0:  shnilarly, xo" x. • -Yo '  Y,, ' -Y~ =0.  On the other  
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hand, z~. -z ,>~xo*xt~. -x , , ' - yo 'ya ,  and there is no aeA such that 
Xo" xa.  -xo<~a and a • -Yo" Ya =0,  since then also a .... xo" x~ =0;  letting D be 
the interval algebra on u and taking a homomorphism f from B into D such that 
fxo=(1 ,0)  and fx~ = ((, .~) for all ~0  gives a contradiction. Thus (17 holds. 
Now let A' ,  B', C'  be, respectively, interval algebras on K, ,~, ix. Now 
(A '  * B ' )*A (A '  *C ' )~ A '  * B'  *C' .  (27 
In fact, let f (a  • b) = a • b for a ~ A',  b e B' and also for a e A' ,  b ~ C'. To show 
that f extends to a homomorphism, suppose (u .  b)" (v ,  c )=0,  where u,v~A'  
and b ~ B', c ~ C' (considered as an element of the left side of (255. Thus there is 
an a~A such ~hat u .b<~a and a .v .c=O,  Hence u~<a and v -a=0,  so 
u - v = 6, and u .  b • ~ • c = 0 as an element of the right side. Clearly f is one-one 
and onto, so (27 holds. 
By Corollary 1.3.3 we have depth (A '  * B '  * C') = h U ix. Set A"  ~ A × A ' ,  B" = 
B × (A ' *B ' ) ,  C"= C × (A ' *  C'). Then, using a fact s~ated before Theorem 1.4.1, 
and (2), 
B"*A , .C '=~(B* : ,C )×[ (A '  * B'}*.a. (A '  * C')]---- (B *:~ CTx(A '  * B '  * C'), 
and hence A",  B", C" are as desired. 
A natural question arises concerning how thc depth of B *A C changes when A 
is kept fixed. We present some results about this question, and thez: state two 
open questions in a more precise form. Our  first result depends on the following 
two set-theoretical lemmas, whose proofs use standard techniqucs, 
Lemma 1.4.4. Let (a,  : a < K) be a system of  subsets of ~\ where IX[ = ~ and 
la, l == ~ for each a < K. Then there is a b c:_. X such that Ib n a, l  = [a~ \b l  = ,~ for all 
Proof. Let f be a bne-one  function from K onto K x,¢; for any a < K we write 
fc~=((fcOO,(JaS1). By recursion we pick for all c~<~ distinct %,,~,~e 
atf,~t~\{3,a, 6~: /3<a}.  Set b=--{y,,:t~<~:}; note that for any e<K we have 
b fq a~ ~ {'y~ : (fa)O = e} and a~ \ b ~{b,~ : ([=)0 = ~:} so the desired conditions hold. 
Lemma 1.4.5. Let K be an h~[inite regular cardinal, (a,  : ¢~ < ~<5 a system of  subsets 
of  X each of power t<. Then there is a system (b,, : ¢~ < K +) of  subsets of X such that 
[b,~ n a~l = K vdterlever ~ < K ~ , {3 < to, amt lb, \ b~l < K = [bo \ h, 1 whenever ~ < I3 < 
Proof. A system (b. : ¢~ < K) is good if 
(17 
(2) 
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There  is a .;pod system: choose b by Lcmma 1.4.4 and let b. :--b for all c~ < ~. 
Clearly now it sutfices to show that if (b,. : ~z < ~) is good then there is a c _~ K such 
that 
Va<,~ (!b,,\cl<~--k:\l,,,! and I~° ~cl =,,); (3) 
Let f be a one-one  funct ion from K onto  ~ x ~. By rccursion we pick for all a < K 
distinct ~,., 6. ~ a~f .~\ (U~<,  b~ U {~,~, 8~:/3 < ~}). Then set c = ~ \{~. :  a < ~}. 
Then for ar~y a<~ we have b~\,c_c{-y~:/3~<a}, c \bo  ___{~:/3<~}, a~c~_ 
{~:  ([/3)0 = a}. Moreover ,  if F~ P<~,  then by the regularity of ~ there is a B ~ ~ 
with Fc_t~, and for any c~<~ we have a . \ (U .~rb~Uc)~{%. :  e>~q, ( /e )0=a}.  
Thus  (3) and (4) hold. 
Theorem 1.4.6. Let ¢, be an infinite regular cardinal, A a BA  of cardinality ~. 
Suppose there is a homomorphism f : A ~'D, where D is a subalgebra of ~ 
containing all subsets of power <~, Then there exist BA 's  B, C ~_ A satisfying the 
~*-c.c. such that t3 *,x C h~s a chain Of tyl~e ~+, 
Proof .  Define g : A --~ A x ~u by: ga = (a, ]'a ) for all a 6 A. Let B :: C = A × ~PK ;
we claim that B *,~C is as desired. To see this. choose by Lemma 1,4.4 d c_ K such 
that for all a c~ A with Lfal ~= K we have [t'a N dl = IJk~ \ dt = K By Lemma 1.4.5 let 
(a,,: a < ~:') be a system of  subsets of d such that la~, AtOll = ~c whenever  o~ < 
K+,a~A,  and I[ai=K, and such that [a, , \a~l<K=]a~\a,. l  for a</3<K +. Let 
(b . : t~<K ~) be subsets of ~\d  with analogous propert ies.  Then,  we claim, 
{(0. a . ) - (0 . / L ) :  e~ < ~)  is a K ' -cha in  in B*AC (where (0. a,,). (0. b,~) are consi- 
dered as e lements  of B, C respectivelyL If a <B<~.  since la,,\a~[<v, choose 
x ~ A such that Ix = a .  \ a~. Thus ((5. a~, ) • - (0 ,  a~) ~< gx. and gx • (0. b.)  = 0 since 
Ix ~<d and b. ~<K\d.  This shows that (0. a.,) • (0. b,,) • -(0, a~)=0.  Similarly 
(~. a . ) .  (0. b. ) -  - (0 .  lk,) =0 .  so (0. a, ,) .  (0, b. )  ~ (0. a~) • (0. b~). Suppose equality 
holds. Choose a ~ A such that (0, a# \ a . t  ~ (a. fa) and (0, bf~)' (a, [a )= (5. Then 
!fa[ = K while b~ ~fa  = (5. a contradict ion.  
As a corol lary to the proof  of Theorem 1.4.6 we get: 
Corollary. 1.4.7, Let K be m~, infinite regular cardinal. Suppose A is a BA with no 
chain of type K * . Suppose there is a homomorphism [ :A -~ D, where D is the b A o[ 
subsets of K o[ power <K and their complements. Then there exist 13, C D A such 
flint B *A C has a chain o[ ,ype ~ ', while neither B nor C have such chains. 
Proof .  Let g, B,C  be as in the proof  of Theorem 1.4.6, Choose d~ ~ with 
Id! = IK \d[ = ~. By Lemma 1.4.5 let {a,~ : a < ~¢*) be a system of subsets of d such 
that ta. \ a~[ < ~ = ]a~ \ a. l  for ~ </3 < K ~ ; let (b~, : a < K ~ ) be a system of subsets 
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of ~ \ d with analogous properties; then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.4.6. 
(Note that lf~l = ,~ implies tK \ fa l  < ~¢.) 
Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4.6 holds for every denumerable BA A. 
Assuming ~<~ = ~¢, it holds for every BA A of power K which has a free subatgebra 
of power K, in particular for every complete BA of power K (by [1]). The 
hyl~thesis fails, however, for ~ =: to~ and A the BA of finite and cofinite subsets 
of w~, and also for ~ = 2 s,, and A tl~e interval algebra on It~ (even assuming that ~¢ 
is regular). For these two choices of A the hypothesis of Corollary 1.4.7 holds 
with ~ =No. But for A the interval algebra on ~2 (with lexicographic order), 
~:~w~, it is not clear how to use Theorem 1.4.6 or Corollary 1.4.7 to find 
B, C ~ A with Depth(/3*,~ C) > max(depth B, depth C). By modifying an argu- 
ment in [1 1] one sees that under Mart in's axiom there is a chain of type 2" in 
P~o*~ P~o, where A is the BA of finite and cofinite subsets of o9. 
For A incomplete we have the following consistency result of Saharon Shelah. 
Theorem 1.4.~;. In V assume h =h,'~<g., A is an incomplete BA, and IAt<A 
(h~nce o~ < X). 
Then then, is a fon'ing extension V ~; preserving cardinals in which there are BA 's  
/3, C such tha! A%B,  A~C,  B amt C have depth ~h.  B*aC has a chain of 
length ~. and ~t <~2 x. 
ProoL Say 32cA and ~aX does not exist. Let I : - - lgX  and J=  
{a e A: Vx~ X(x .a  =0)}. Then IO.,  ={tl}, [U J  is dense in A, and there is no 
a~A such that x~<a for all x~I  and x -a=( )  for all x~J .  Let 
P={(~l ; f ig ) :T~P<dx,  f :TxT - -> I  and g :TxT~->J} .  
We define ( ' l \ f ,g )~(T ' , f ,g ' )  iff "I'~T', f~f ,  g~g'  ( (T, f ,g)  is stronger). 
Clearly P is (<,k)-closed and satisfies the ~, ~<.c. We force with it to get V ¢~ : thus 
V c; preserves cardinals. Clearly {iT. f, g): c~ e T} is dense for each o~ </.t, so 
Ucr.~. ~ T= ix. 
Le~ f=  Ucr',r,,,,,'~(~ f' and g = Ucr ' , r ,o ,  ~; g'. 
Let B be a free extension of A by {b,,: a <tx} subject to b,, . -b t~f (a . [3 )  
whenever ¢~ </3 < g and b, • a ---- 0 whenever a < ix and a e J. Let C be similarly 
defined with c, 's,  g, and I in place of b,, "s, f, and J. 
Clearly b,, . % ~ b 0 • c~ for all a < f3 </x, in/3 *a C. Now suppose a </3 < tx but 
bu • -b~ • q~ = 0; we shall get a contradiction, which hence will show that b,~ • c,, < 
b~.cz.  Let .~ be the completion of A ,D  the interval algebra on ix, E= 
[,'~ f~ l}*D]:<(fit  [ -V  IL and h the natural embedding of A into E. For each 
3: < tx let d.~ = ([0, 3:), 0). Ther~ d v ..... da = 0 ~ hf(y, 8'i whenever 3' < 8 < ~, and 
d v . ha = 0 whenever 3: -< g and a ~ .I. Heuce there is a homomorphism k from B 
into E such that k ~' A = h and kb~. = d~. for all V </x. Now from b 0 • -b~, • c o = 0 
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we get an a ~" A such that bts • -b , ,  ~a  and a -c  a =0.  Thus, applying k, 
q~,  t3), 0)<-(a  • Y. t, a .  -)..7. I). 
Hence  by *- freeness,  ~," I ~. a. Work ing similarly with C, we get a = ~ 1, contradic-  
t ion. 
Thus  B%,,C has a chain of type ~t. Next, t ,~2  '~. Indeed,  let k be a one-one  
map of  ~t x X onto  t~. x tt in M. Fix 0.4: a c 1, and for each a < ~ le*, D<, = 
{{S<,X:/k(a',/])=a}. If a , ,8<U and a~,  then 
{(T', f', g')E P: 3 V <h (k(a,  y),  k(~, y )a  T '× T'  
and f 'k{a, y) = a while f'k([3,'y) =0)} 
is dense.  Thus D,, y~ D~. So, /.t ~ 2 ~. 
It remains only to show that B a~;d C have depth ~a;  by symmetry  we work 
only with B, F i~t  two prel inf inary statements,  For any F, A e p<~ let 
Then 
a,-a = I- I  {f(c,, t3): ~ < l', t~ e a ,  c, < t~}- 
For x =[L,,: r b,, ' l°L,,a --b,,, if x¢O,  then Vde  A (d " x =0 iff 
d • a va = 0). (1) 
For. x ~:~ ara, so <= is clear. For --}, let B'  = Sg{bv: 3' ~ F U -4}. Let y~, = ava for all 
a .~ F and y,, = 0 for all t~ ~ A. Then there is a homomorph ism h from B' onto A 
such that h is the identity on A and hb,, = d,, for all a ~ I"U_4. It easily follows 
that d .  ava=0.  
For  every non-zero  y c-/3 there is an a ~ A such that a ¢ 0 and for 
every non-zero  a'<~a with a '~A we have a"  y~0.  (2) 
In fact, we may assume that y has the form d.x  with d6A and x = 
F I , , r  t~, " [L , , -a-b, , .  Then a = d 'a la  is easily seen to work, using (1). 
Now we begin the proof  that B has depth ~h.  Suppose (z,, : a < h ' )  is strictly 
increasing in B. By a -4-system argument  and other  cutt ing down we may assume 
that 
z .=d.d ' .e  '~, d~A,  z,,~_Sg(AU{b.~:'y~F,.}), F,~P<,da., 
(3) 
(I',,: ~ < X ~) a -4-system with kernel K. d' = I-I b~" I-I -b~, 
e °= Z l ib , .  [1 -b~, <=C, \~,  o,,~_pr:, 
Now by (2), using the density of IU J  in A, for each c~ <a + choose a,,¢~O, a,, E 
IL l . /  so that a ' , z , ,~ , . - - z ,~¢O whenever  Ogaa'~a.~,a 'eA.  Cutt ing down, we 
may assume a,, = a for all a < A +. Then (z,, - a : a < a+) is strictly increasing, so 
we may assume that d<<.a. In fact, clearly d = a. If d eL  then each z,, = d since 
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b., • d = 0 tor all ?, contradiction. Thus 
de / .  and a' . z~, + l • - z~ # O whenever 0# a ' ~ d. a ' ~ A .  (4) 
Now from (1) and (3) we get 
V oe,/3 < A ~- (z,, ~ z~ iff 
Note that z , / " ,  (-), a, and je are all in 'V '~:~ but not in V. Choose p ¢ O ~o that 
p lt-(z. :a  < ~. ~) is strictly increasing and (5) holds and 'q .  < ~,' 
(F '~  P<,,,p, and O,~ c Pl"~,). (6) 
Now we work irt V. For each a < h + we find p. e P, F'.' e P<,~O-, and O'~ g PF2 such 
that p,. <~ p, p,, It- F "  = F2 and O,, = 02, and F~'~ c " / "  where pc, = (T ~, f~, g=). By a 
a-system argument and further cutting down we may assume that (7 ' ' :  a < h +) 
forms a k-syszem with kernel L, f~' I L × L = fa l L x L for all a,/3 < h ~ , similarly 
for g's, ('/'~, <):-~ (T z, <} under a unique isomorphism rr,~ z which is the identity on 
L, rr,~a[F~',] = .F~, rr,, e takes O" to O~, and ]'~(3', 8)= ]'a(rr,~a~,, n'.eS) for all 3' < 
both in T". Now fix et </3 < h. +. and extend 7r,,~ to a permutation rr of IX which 
also acts as an automorphism of P and of names, with rr 2 the identity. Let 
a '= ~"a  .d ,  
where a is calculated using f~ rather than .f. and define q = (T'. [', g') as follows: 
T' = T '~ U T ~, and for all 3'. 8 e T. 
/'(y, 8)= ff~('¢,8), i f  "y, SeT  ~, . f ' ( " / ,a )=tg  (%) ,  it "y. SeT  ~, 
1 
a', otherwise, 10, otherwise, 
Then q<-p,, and q~<p~. Since a</3 ,  by plF'(5) holds" we get OeOa and 
e PF~',\ O. such thai q I}-d - a"# 0, where a" = a~um_,z.  ~:uwii\mum:~=-~. But by 
the definition of q anti a'  we then ge t 
q!Fd • a"= d • aEul~,J,-utlg\m" aEu=--, k-gO',:',--}. 
Applying ~r, we get 
~q{}- ( t  ' tl l..'u-,q~)l, v.u~llgXar)l • Ol~urd.g=l.t:u..:.ll\[, ~1 # (}. 
But rr[,O]e O~ and r r [~]e PI'[~\ O~; since rrp,, = p~ we slill have 7rq "~ p, so this 
contradicts pIF'(5) holds'. 
Shelah remarks that instead of forcing in Theorem 1.4.8 one can do the same 
thing in L, with p. = ,k +, using a known theorem. 
We now give an upper bound for the types of chains in B *a C, for fixed A, 
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Theorem 1.4,,9, I.et N~ ~IAI<~ X and tee 8~ C ~ A have no chains o]" type A +. Then 
B*AC has no chain of type (2,,,A) ~. 
P¢oof.  We use the notat ion length n introduced in the proof  of Theorem 1.3.1. 
Now let m~=2,  andfor  n>l  let m, ,=m, ,  ~+n2+n~Toestab l i sh thetheorem it 
suffices m prove 
for every n ~:: m',, 1. B %x (" does not have a chain of type ('~,,,.,X) ~ , ( I)  
all of  whose irienlbers have length n. 
We prove (I)  by induction on n, assuming in each case, by contradict ion,  that 
(x,,: a < (.2,,,)t +) is a chain in B *aC,  each x~ of length ~u say 
x~ = Y. br. c:" 
i < n 
with b~ ~:- B, el" e C for i < n, ,"i ~ • c~ :: 0 for i < j < n. 
Fi1~t suppose n = 1. Then for (r </3 <(221)  ~ we have b{;" c[; • -bo~=0,  so there 
is an a ,~EA such ~.hat b;i ...... b i~%~ and c i ; .¢~=0.  By the Erdgs -Rado  
theorem there is an ~ 'e  A and a I"c_ (221) * of order  t~]~e (2tX) + such that for all 
el, B ~ I" with ~ < ¢t ,m have a,,~ = a' ,  Since b[i • -a '~  b~ .... a'  for ~,/3 ~ f" and 
~ </3, there is a terminal  segment  A ot I" such that b'~; ..... a '=b{] . -a '  for all 
ee, ~ ~ 2t : let thb; common value be d. Note that for ~*. ~.-': ¢3 we have x,, -4 ,.'~ ~< -a ' ,  
so x ,~=d.c ' , l .  For c~./3eA and {t<B we have d .c{ ; - - c{~=0,  so there is an 
a~' m 6 A such that d ~ a~',~ and cg .  - c~ • a2~ = 0. Thus by the Erd6s -Rado  theorem 
again, there is a 0 c A of o rder  type )~" and there is an a ' "e  A such that for all 
~ , /3e0  with e~</3 we have c~'~ =a" .  Then x,,~d<~a ''' for each c~e0, and 
cg • a ' "~ < c~ • a'" whenever  ~, ~ ~ 0 and ~ < ~8. This is clearly impossible. 
Now assume inductively that n > 1. Then if e~,/3 < (2,,,,.X} ~ and ~e < B, we have 
0 b3"c~' I - l ( -b~/+-c~)~.b~, -co  • 
so there is an a,~ c A such that b[; ~ a, m while c'~ • [I~ ...... '~ -c  i " a,,~ = 0. t tence by 
the Erdgs -Rado  theorent again, there is an a 'e  A and a f 'ug  ('~n,,,X)' of  order  
type (k,,,...-ia)* such that for all a,/3 e Fo with c~ </3 we have %o = a' .  Thus for all 
a e 1"~ we imve b[~ ~ a'  while for ~,/3 e Fo and c, </3 we have c{ - [Ii<,, - c~.  a'  = 
0. Now (x~' -a ' :~et '~ ,}  has all terms of length <n,  so by the induction 
hypothesis  it is eventual ly constant.  Hence  we may assume (passiqg to (x~ • a': a e 
F~). and delet ing an initial segment)  that b7 <~ a' .  c~  ~< a'  for all c~ e I'~ and i < n. 
Thus 
(-K, : ~t e !-'o) i-; strictly increasing, (2) 
for all m 13 E .!~, with ct </3 we have c~; ~ ~ cl ~. (3) 
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Repeating this argument n times we arrive at I',, ,.~ ~ (~,,,,,X)* such that 
the order type of 1",,. t is (~,,,. - .M ,  (4) 
(x,~: a e F._~) is strictly increasing, (5) 
for ~11 a,/3 ¢ F,, t with a < t~. and for all i < n, c~  ~ ~ "~ t .  i • 
< ,  t t  
(6) 
Now let ((k~, 1~): i<  n z) be an enumeration of n x n. We construct d~ . . . . .  d..,.~ 1
and F. . . . . .  F,,--+._~ by induction. Suppose I'~_~ has been constructed so that 
F~_~ ~_ F._~, n ~ i < n2+ n - l, and F~_ ~ has order type ( -~_0  +. Let (k~_., l~_.) = 
(k, 1). For all a,/3 e F~ with a <13 we have b~." c~" I-L<. ( -b~+-c~)=0;  meeting 
with ct ~ we get b~" c~" -b~.  c~ =0,  so there is an a~t~ e A such that b~.. -b~<<-a~ 
and c~ " c~' a.z =0.  Thus by the Erd6s-Rado theorem there is a d~_,,eA and a 
F~ c_I'~_~ such that F~ has order type (2,,,o_~_v~) + and for all a , /3e  F~ with a </3, 
a.z = d~ ,,. This finishes the induction. For any s, t < n let d~, = d~, where. (k~, t~) = 
(s,t). Thus with p=n ' -+n-1  we have 
Fp ___ (~,,jt) ~, and it has order typc ('3 ...... ,~)*, (7) 
(x.: a ~ Fp} is strictly increasing, (8) 
for all a,/3 ~ l'p with a </3, and for all i < n. c~' ~< ~ ~,"t3 (9) 
for all a , /3s  F~, with a</3 ,  and for all i , ]<n,  b r -b f~d~ and (101 
c?" c~" d~ i=0.  
. t te l J  Now for each e ~ ....  2 let G ~,.~<,, d~i . It is enough now to prove that for any 
such e, the sequence (x~-e~: a~Fp)  is eventually constant. So we may assume 
that b~, c~ ~ e~. for all a ~ F~ and all i < n. Hence 
for all a,/3 e 1~, with a</~ and for all i , ]<n,  c~". c f~O implies (111 
that b7 ~ b~, 
for all o~ e F, and all distinct i, j < n, b~" # biL (12) 
Using (9), (11), (121 we can now proceed as in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 1.3.1 to obtain the desired conclusion. (Or one can easily check that 
(x, : ~ e l~,) is a chain in B* C', contradicting Theorem 1.3 l itself.) 
As the referee poimed out, essentially the same proof as for Theorem 1.4.9. 
shows that if No~tAI  ~< 1 < K, K is weakly compact, and B, C ~ A have no chains 
of type K, then also B*AC has no chain of type t~. 
Theorems 1.4.6-l.4.9 leave the open the following specific questions. 
Problem 1. (111 ZFC) For every infinite BA A, do there exist BA's B, C ~_ A and 
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an infinite cardinal ~ such that B and C have no chains of type ~ but: B*aC 
does? 
Problem 2. For every infinite BA A, is there a cardinal K such that if B, C ~ A 
and tB I, ]C] ;:~- K, the,1 depth(B ~a C) ':: max(depr.h B, depth C)? 
1.5, Ultraproducts 
We consider how the depths of factors A, ia an ultraproduct [ I~A~/F  are 
related to the depth of the ultraproduct itself; to a lesser extent we deal with 
reduced products. The few results we state here are easy consequences of various 
known results. We consider two types of results: ~hose most interesting when III is 
big, i.e., [I]>>.]A~I for all i e  I. and those with small index set L 
Clearly we have: 
Theorem 1.5.1. Let A be the BA of finite and co[inite subsets of a cardinal K, and 
let F be a countabty complete ultrafilter on a set I Then rA/F has no chain of type 
(o "+' (o, 
Now recall that a filter F on a set 1 is called K-reguL, c if there is an X g F with 
txI = ,~ such that every infinite subset of X has empty intersection. Thus ~<-regular 
ultratilters am in a sense the opposite of countably complete ultrafilters. (For 
motivation of this concept and the others of this sect ion- -uni form and good 
ultrafilters - -  see [4, 5_].) The next result is in a sense opposite to Theorem 1.5. I ; it 
is an obvious consequence of the following (easy~ theorem of W. Hodgcs (see [4, 
Exercise 4.3.28]}. If F is i<-regutar on L then J{a~. <)/F has a chain of type K +: 
Theorem 1.5.2. I f  F is ~-regutar on I and A, is an infinite BA for each i ~ L then 
H,~ A jF  has a chain of typ.e K ~. 
In contrast to Theorems 1.5.1 and 1.5.2. l.aver has shown using a model of 
Woodin that it is ,:onsistent to have a uniform ultrafilter on o)~ such that 
l " ' , o t /q  = - , , .  
Now let us consider the possibility of improving K ~ in Theorem 1.5.2 to 2". 
Lemma 13 .3 .  / f  ~:'~R~,, then there is a non-principal filter F on K such that for 
every non-principal G D E *(co, <}/G has a chain of type 2 ~. 
Proof. Let .9° c%a be a family of large ~o-oseillation, with I(1'1 := 2 ~ (see [5, p. 77]). 
Let (f , , :e~<2") enumerate 9' without repetitions. For a</3<2 ~ let ,1~:  
{y < K: f,,y < f~y}. Clearly the intersection of any tinite number of J~u's is infinite, 
so {J,u: ~ <f l<2~}U{FC_ ~: !~\Fl<~o} generates a proper filter F. Clearly F is 
as desired. 
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Corollary 1.5.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1.5.3, i[ A.~ is an infinite BA for 
each c~ < K. then 1-[.<. AjG has a chain of type 2 ~. 
Along the sar~le lines we have 
Theorem 1.5.5 (MA). If F is any proper fiher on to containing all cofinite sets, and 
if .4, is an infinite BA for all i ~ to, then |'L~.,~ AJF  has a chain of type 2% 
Proof. The theorem is immediate from the following consequence of MA: 
if ~c_~'to and t~:t<2 ~', then there is a ge'%o such that for all (,) 
fe  ~ there is an m ~ co with fn < gn for all t~ -~ m. 
On the other hand we have the following result; its proof is analogous to the 
similar statement about non-embeddability of to2 into 'oto under eventual domi- 
nance; [15]. 
Theor 'm 1,5.6. h is relatir, ely consistent to bathe 2~,,>N~ and depth('°A/F)=N~. 
where A is the BA of fissile and eofinite subsets of to and F is the filter of colSnite 
subsets o~ (o. In fact, one can start with a model M of CH and let G be a generic set 
for introducing K Cohen reals, where K is regular >N1; M[G ] is the desired model. 
The last result we mention about big ihdex sets concerns ultraproducts of finite 
BA's. 
Theorem 1.5.7. Assume that A~ is a finite BA for aU i~ L that F is a K~-good 
ultra filter on L and that IL~t A JF  is infinite. Then VL~ ~ A~/F has a chain of type K ~ .
Proof. For each i ~ I let (B~, <) be a maximal chain in A~. Let C = [~.:z B~/E Since 
~ll~r A~/F is infinite, F is countably incomplete. By [4, 6.1.8], C is a K ~-saturated. 
Now the ordered set D - 1 + (co* + co) • K ~ + to* is an elementary substructure of C 
(see [4, Exercise 5.5.10]), so H.:~ AjF  has a chain of type K ~, 
The following consistency result of Shelah shows that Theorem 1.5.7 is best 
possible when I = co. 
Theorem 1.5.8. Asy,~me V~ CH, let K be any uncountable cardinal in V, and let P 
be the partial order ]br adding ~: Sacks reals side-by-side. Then in V p there is a 
non-principal uhrafiher F on to s~ch that depth I-L,o AJF  = tot, where A~ is the BA 
of all subsets o~ i, for each i ~ to 
Proof. Recall that 
P= {p: p is a function, Dmn p~P<~,.K. 
and p. is a perfect subset of [0, 1] 
for every a ~ Dmn p}. 
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with p~q iff Dnmp p_Dmn q and p. c q. for all t: c- Dmn q (p is stronger). Recall 
that P satisfies the ~0:-c.c. and V e preserves cardinals; 2'~ ~ ~¢ in V e. By a result of 
Laver, let F'  be a Ramsey uhrafilter in V which geuerates a Ramsey ultrafilter F 
in V p. By Theoretn 1.5.7, we only need to show that [L,-,,, AJF  has no chain of 
type v~> So, arguing by contradiction, suppose p c P and 
olt-t,1"./F: ~ <'to2) is strictly increasing, 
where f is a name for an or-sequence of elements of l -L~ A~. Now by applying the 
fusion lemma one can show 
V~' .<oa,3q , .~ l )  Vr~q.  V i~toV j~ i ( r Ib j~:_ l~d ill" 
(1) 
r t Dmnq~IFjcj~, i} and ( lh j~L i  itt r [Dmnq,, Ih j~j i~i) .  
Now we may assume that (Dmn q, : t~ < to_~} forms a al-system with kernel k, and 
for all t~,/3 < to: we have q,, [ zi = q~ ~ k and there :s a unique order- isomorphism 
II, m of Dmn q. \ .4 onto Omn qu \ A such that V y ~: Dmn q,. \ ,.4 (mY = qJ l .~y) .  
Thus ll,,aq. = q~. Extend .'I.~ to a permutat ion of K, still denoted by IL.t,. Now we 
write e~-~/3 iff for all ie~o. all j e i ,  and all r~q. ,  rll-iei~d itt ll, mrll-i<f,~ i, and 
rlt-igf,,j lit ll~mrtt-ieftd. Clcarly there arc only t0~ equivalence classes, so fix 
equivalent ~x ¢:/3. Thcn r = q. U qa c~ P. Now 
rlk~l X ~ F 'V  i c  gv  i~  i ( j~ f,,i--~ j~ f~i). 
We claim 
l l .~rlk :l X c F' V i c ),.7 V j ~ i (j ~ f~i ~ / ~ ~,i): (3) 
since lI, j ~< qt~ ~ P. this will be a contradiction. 
To prove (3), take any s ~ IL,~r. Then l l~.s <~ r. so by (2) there is a t <~ [I~3,,s and 
an X ~ F' such that 
~lt-V i¢  XV  i~ i (i~ jl, i--~ i~f~d), (4) 
Since ll.#t ~s, it suMces now to show 
So, let u ~ ll, mt, i ~ X, j ~ i, and assume that u IF j c: ~i. Since u <~ lI.~r ~ q~, from 
e ~/3 we get [I,,~u!kj~j~d. Now [l.~u<<-t, so by (4), l I~.ulFi~j'~i. Since II~,~u~ 
r~qt~, from ~/3  we get utl-j~j],i, as desired. 
Now we briefly discuss ultraproducts with It] small, i.e., with I l l~lA~l for all 
i ~ L The following is an obvious consequence of the Erd/3s-Rado theorem. 
Theorem 1.5.9. Let  ~ >~N~, let A be a partial ordering with no chains of type A ~ , 
where ~ ~A.  and let F be a filter on K. Then ~A/F has no chain of D'pe (2~) ~. 
Since our earlier results on big index sets show that it is possible for ~A/F to 
have a chain of tylm 2 ~ even for A denumerable (see Corollary 1.5.4), the raost 
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plausible upper bound for the depth of "A /F  is max(2 ~, depth A),  a number  in 
general smaller than that provided by Theorem 1.5.8. For example, if F is an 
ultrafilter on ~o, then "b~(2'o)/F has no chain of type (2") +. In fact. suppose 
([f,.]: a <(2" )  +) is strictly increasing in "P(2")IF. Define g:(2'~)+---~(2'% by 
letting ~ i  be min(L,~d\f . i )  when this is non-empty. 0 otherwise, There is an 
infinite F~ (2'~) ' on which g is conslant, If e~. [3 ~ t" with a + 1 </3. a contradiction 
is easily reached. On the other hand, a result of Laver shows that it is consistent 
with CH that there is a BA A satisfying the ~2-c.c, such that for a certain filter F 
on co , 'A /F  has a chain of type ¢o,, so that this plausible upper bound fails, 
(Laver's result is that it is consistent with CH to have an N2-Souslin tree T such 
that for each a < ¢o2 there is an enumerat ion {x,., : n ~ ¢o) of some of the elements 
of T of level a such that if eL < [3 < oJ 2, then there is an m 6,,J such that for all 
n ~ m, x. .  < xo.. By standard procedures, wc may assume that ,~very element of T 
has infinitely many immediate successors. For each t ~ T, let R, = {s ~ T: t ~s},  
and let A be the subalgebra of PT generated by {R,: toT} .  Then {R,: t6T}  is 
dense in A, and so A satisfies co2-c.c. Let F be the filter of cofinite subsets of ~o, 
For all a <¢o 2 and n ~¢o let f .n = x...  Then ([[.]: a <¢o 2) is a chain in '"A/F of 
type ~o2.) Shelah has shown that it is consistent to have K <: A arbitrary, A regular, 
GCH below A, 2 ~ arbitrarily large, ahd there is a BA B with depth B ~ A but for 
some filter F on K, ~B/F has a chain of length 2 x. Thus we have the following 
problem. 
Problem 3. Is it consistent with ZFC that for all K, ~t ~-No, if A is a BA with no 
chains of type ,k and F is a filter on K, then "AtF  has no chain of type 
max((2~) ~, X)? 
1.6. Homomorphisms 
Without further restrictions homonlorphisms have no efl'ect on depth, as is 
shown by the following obvious results. 
Theorem 1.6.1. For each infinite K there is a BA  A of power K such that if 
f : A~B,  then B has a chain of type !B[. 
Theorem 1.6.2. I f  ~ >~ o, then there is a BA  A of power ,k such that if ,~ ~ ~ ~ Ix ~ 
No, then A has a homomorphic image of power K with depth Ix. 
Theorem 1.6.3. f f  A is a BA  and Ro~ K ~ )t ~ IA ], then there is a BA  B "~ A with 
IB] =It and depth B = K. 
Briefly, an algebra A as in Theorem 1.6.1 is the interval algebra on to; for 
Theorem 1.6.2 take A = B x C. where B is ~ free algebra on k, generators and C 
is the interval algebra on ,~. Finally, for Theorem 1.6.3 take B = D x E with D a 
free algebra on X generators and E the interval algebra on ~¢. 
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1.7. Subalgebms 
The behaviour of depth under subalgebra formation is more involved. First we 
give a simple resul~ about embedding in algebras with given depth. 
Theorem 1.7.1. Suppose depth A ~i t¢ and ~, IAI < A, Then there is a BA B ~ A of 
power 3, and depth ~, Wc may assume It/r|(lt depth B is attained. I]" K is a limit 
cardinal and depth A < ~,o with cfK >N~,, o r / f  depth A ,= K is nor attained, we may 
assume that depth B is not attained. 
Proof. For the first part (depth B attained), let B = A x C × D with C of power K 
and depth K attained, D of power 3  `and depth N,~. (Recall that for any BA's A 
and B with tA[> I we have A,---~A x B.) For the second part take for C instead a 
BA of powcr K and depth ~ not attained. (See Theorem 1.2.4 and Corollaries 
1,2,5-1.2.6).  
"File converse question is more ditlicult: given a BA A, what are tile depths of 
its subalgebras? Some ~.alural imitations follow from the following theorem of 
Rubin [21 ]. 
Let (J, <) be a linear ~rder, and let /3 bca  subset of tile interval 
algebra on J closed under i'q, with IBt = ~ regular. Assume 
either that there is no system of ~ pairwise disioint intervals in (*) 
J, or that in B there is no subset of p¢~wer ~ consisting of pair- 
wise incomparable lements. Then there is in B a chain of card- 
inality K. 
We combine this with a well-known result about iinear orders (see [2]): 
Suppose 2 <~ 3, <~ ~ -~N~ and/z is minimal such that K < 3`" (thus 
3`" ~<2"), Then there is a linear order L of power 3`~ with a (* *) 
dense subset of power ~, 
Thus we have: 
Theorem 1."/.2. Supt~se 2 ~ A ~ ~ ~ No and tx is ,nitaimal such that K < A% Let L 
he as in (* *). Let A be the i~t erval algebra on L. Then if B is a suhalgebra o] A, 
K < I ,~lBl ,  and ~, is regular, then B has a chain of cardinaliD' v. 
(By using results abo~at families of pairwise incomparable lements in BA 's - -  
see [7 ] - -one  can obtain similar conclusions.) 
Coroltllry 1, / .3 (GCH). Fbr eve~, K :~Xt~ there is a BA A of power K' such that 
even' subalgebra B c, A of power K '  /ms a chain Of cardinality K ~, and hence 
depth B ~ K (by Theorem 3.1). 
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Note that if a BA  A has a chain of type r '~, then it has a subalgebra of power 
K ÷ with no uncountable chains, namely if (a, :  tt < ~+) is strictly increasing in A, 
then Sg{a,~+~ • -a ,  : ot < K ~} is as indicated. 
Our main results about subalgebras how that, assuming GCH,  this corollary 
gives the only restriction on depth for A of successor power (see Corollary 
1,7.11). We state our results independently of GCH, and first consider situations 
with depth attained. Thus we assume 
I'-<~depth A ~</,_ ,  
°~<'¢1 <~X< / l'al 
and try to find a subalgebra/3 of power ~. and depth K attained. If h = K and A 
has a chain of type K, there is no problem. Next we suppose K < h and A has large 
families of pairwise disjoint elements. 
Lerama 1.'/.4. Suppose A has a chain of type K ~>No and has a set of h pairwise 
disjoint elements, h > K. Then A has a subalgebra B of power h and depth 
attained. 
Proof. Let (a~,: a <K) be strictly increasing, (b,~: t~ <h)  pairwise disjoint, C -  
Sg{a~ : o~ > K}, D = Sg{b, : a < A}, B = Sg(C U D). Suppose (x~ : a < ~+) is strictly 
increasing in /3. Say 
xo = Y. c7-d~ ~, 
i<t~k~ 
with c~' ~ C, c7 • c~' = 0 for i 7 ~ L d~ ~ D. We may assume that m,~ is constant = m 
and c{' is constant=q;  since q -q  =0 for i C j, we may assume that m = 1, A 
contradiction is now easily reached. 
Lenuna 1.7.5. Let K >I No. If (c~ : a < K) is strictly increasing in A and B ~ A ~ % is 
free, then C =Sg(B U{%: a < K}) has depth K attained. 
Proof. Let f :A~..~(A ~ Co)x (A l"-co) be the natural isomerphism. Then f maps C 
into B xSg{c~ "-co:  a < ~¢}, so the desired conclusion totlows from Section 1.2. 
For the next few theorems we shall use the following result of Shelah [22]: 
If A satisfies the K-c.c., ~¢ is regular, -/ is regular. 
V tz<A (~<~<A).  and A~<IAI, then A has a free subalgebra ( *** )  
of power A. 
Theorem 1.'/.6. Suppose tA I=(2xF ,  Aias  a chain of type ~, No~.K~<~,~' .  
Then A has a subalgebra of power ~ and depth K attained. 
Proof. We may assume that K < tx = h+; and by Lemma 1.7.4 we may assume 
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that A satisfies the A+-c.c. let (c,: a<K)  be strictly increasing, Let D be a 
maximal system of pairwise disjoint elements uch that for all d ~ D, either d ~< c, 
for some c~ <K or d • ('~ =0 for all a < ~. 'Thus v D = I. Note that 
V ~. < (2~) ' I~t ~~' <(2~) '1 .  
Hence by (* * *) and l,emma 1,7.5 we may assume that [A I d[ ~<2 x for all d ~ D. 
But since ~ D = 1, the natural homomorphism 
A--,1-I A[d 
del l  
is one-one, while by the ~ ~ -c.c,, I DI ~ a. Hence IAi ~ (2a) a = 2 ~, contradiction. 
Carollary 1,7.'7. Suppose IA I =: M strong limit, No~K~/x<M A has a chain of 
type K. Then A lids o subalgebra B of power g, with depth K attained. 
Lemrna 1.7.8. Suppose IAI = A ', ,\ strong limit. Assume either 
(i) A is regular; or 
(ii) A is singular and A satisfies the efA-e.c. 
Suppose A has a chain (ff type ~, N~ ~ K ~ g ~ A. Then A has a subalgebra B of 
power tt wah depth K attained, 
Proof .  We may assmne that ~ < Ix = A. Let (c. :ce < K) by strictly increasing. By 
Lemma 1.7.4 we may assume that A satisfies the A-c.c. By ( *** )  we have: if 
x c A, IA I x] = X *, then A I x has a free subalgebra of power ~+. Thus if we form 
D as in the proof of Theorem 1.7,6, we may assume that IA I dl ~ x for all d e D, 
So we get a contradiction as in that proof. 
Lemma 1."/.9. Suppose [AI = A ~ , ,\ is strong limit singular, and A is eardinality- 
homogeneous. Then A has a subalgebm B of cardinality A and depth No. 
Proof. We may assume, by Lemma t.7.4, that A satisfies the A-c,c. By Erd6s and 
Tarski [8] there is a/x < A such that A satisfies the ta-c.c. Hence by (* * *) we get 
If Ix < ~,< )t and 0 ¢- x c A, then there is a free subalgebra (1) 
Cc_A~x with tCl~v.  
Now by Lemma 1.7.8(ii) we may assume that there is a system (c.: a <cfA} of 
pair,vise disjoint elements of A. By (1) we can choose for each a <cf*  a free 
subalgebra C. _ A ~ c. such that sup.<xlC.t-- ,\. We now let 
B=SgQU C,,). 
To see that B is as desired, note that each clement of B has the form 
S" d,~ or l l -d , , ,  
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where F is a finite subset of cfA and deI'l~rC~,. Hence if we let / :A  -~ 
l~,<¢fx (A [' c~) be the natural homomorphism it follows that f ~' B is one--one into 
1-|~<~fx C~. Hence B has depth No by Section 1,2. 
Illeorem 1.7.10. Suppose IAI = A', X strong limit, A has a chain of type ~. 
No <~ K ~ ~ <- X. Then A has a subalgebm of power ~t and depth ~ attained~ 
Proof. Again we may assume K < p, = A. By Lemma 1.7.8 we may assume that A 
is singular and that A does not satisfy the cfA-c.c, Also by Lemma 1.7.4 we may 
assume that A satisfies the A-c.c. Let (a~ : a < K) be a chain of type K. Let D be a 
collection of pairwise disjoint elements atisfying the following conditions: 
D is maximal such that for all d ~ D either 
(a) 3a<K (d<~a~÷t.-a,) or (b) =llimit a<~ (d<~a, (1) 
andV/3<a (d .a  0=0) )or (c )Va<K (a~.d)=0;  
[DI ~>cfa; (2) 
V d ~ D (A I d is cardinality-homogeneous). (3) 
We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. 3 d e D (tA I dl = a % By Lemma 1.7.9, A I d has a subalgebra B of 
power A and depth No. Then the desired subalgebra of A is 
Sg(BkJ{ae.-a,~+~:a+l<[3<K}) if d<~a,+t.-a,~ 
in case (1)(a) holds, and a similar construction works for (1)(b) and (1)(c). 
Case 2. V d e D (tA I dl <~ A ). Then 
There is a system (d~,: a <cfA} of distinct elements of O and a 
system (C,~ : a < cfA) such that each (2, is a subalgebra of A t d~, (4) 
sup~<~f~iC.l= A, each C~. of depth No. 
For this is true by Corollary t.7.7 if l{d~ D: tA ~dl= A}l~cfX. Assume that 
{d~ D: tA Id [= A}l<cfX. Then 
SUl~,{IA t al: IA ~ al < X/= X. (5~ 
For, otherwise by the maximality of D 
]AI ~< xl~u~D:IAt"i~x~l "l-I {ta Idl: ta t dI<AI~A, 
a contradiction. So (5) holds, and we easily obtain (4) again by using Theorem 
1.7.6. Now we let 
B=Sg~a, :a<K}t3  U, C,).  
We need to show that B has no chain of type K ÷. Suppose that {:~ : ot < ~+) is 
sL,ch a chain. By the procedure in the proof of Lemma 1.7.4 we may assume that 
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for each /3<K ~ we have xo=y-z~,  where yeSg{a~, :a<K} and zB 
Sgl,.J,,.~fx (,~. Now for every a < K and dcs D we have a,  . d = 0 or d <<- a,, so by 
the idea of the proof ot l~emma 1.7.9 we can assume that zt3 
Sgl.j {C,. : t~ < cfk, d,~ ~ ,~}+ Under tile natural homomorphism f : A 
[I {A I d,, : d,, ~ 3'}, the subalgcbra Sgat"U{c,,: a "<cfh, d. ~ A} ~-oes isomorphi- 
eally into ~'~' {C.: d,~ ~< y}, and f(y • z~.) <f (y  • z 0) for a </3 < K +. This contradicts 
Corollary 1.2.5. 
Corol lary 1.7.11 (GCH).  Suppose [A I = It ", A has a chain of  type K, No -<, K <~ tx <~ 
~. Then A has a subalgebra of power p, and depth ~ is attained. 
Now we consider algebras A of limit cardinality. By Corollary 1.7.7 we still 
have to consider subalgebras B with [B[ = tAt, where we do not have any negative 
result like Corollary 1.7.3, 
Fil,'st we consider IAt strongly inaccessible, here two results give a fairly 
complete picture. We u',, : the following result of Shelah [22]: 
If K is weakly compact, K ~ IA I, and A satisfies tl~c K-c.c., ( * * ,  • ) 
then A has a free subalgcbra of power a-. 
Hence by the method of proof of Theorem 1.7.6 we obtain: 
Theorem 1 .7 .12 .  Suppose [A!= ,L weakly compact, No ~ K ~ t~ ~,L and A has a 
chain of type K. Then A has a subalgebra B of power p~ with depth K attained. 
On the other hand, assuming V = L, if ¢ is strongly inaccessible but not weakly 
compact then there is a K-Souslin tree, and hence a linear order of power K 
without a K-powered system of pairwise disjoint intervals; hence by (*) we get: 
Theorem 1.7,13 ( V = L). If K is strongly inaccessible but nnt weakly compact, then 
there is a BA A of power K such that every suhalgebra of A of power ~ has a chain 
of power K. 
Now we turn to the case A singular; Ti~eorem 1.7.15, here, is due to Shelah. We 
need the following lemma, which we state without proof. 
Lennna 1.7.14. Suppose IA] = M A a singular strong limit caMinal, and A is 
cardinality-homogeneous. Then A has a subalgebra B t (  power 2t and depth No. 
Theorem 1.7,15. Suppose [AI = h, a a singular simng limit cardinal, A has a chain 
o] type ~, and No ~ K ~ g ~ a. Then A has a subalgebra of power t,t and depth K 
attained. 
Proo[.  Without loss of generality we may assume that K </x = A, and A satisfies 
the 0-c,c. for so[lie t~ < h. Let (a,, : t~ < K) be a chain of type ~:, and let D t~e as in 
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the proof of l_emma 1.7.10 except for (2); the further details are similar to that 
proof, using Lemma 1.7.14 rather than Lemma 1.7.9. 
:3ur main results above- -Theorems 1.7,6, 1.7.12, 1.7.15, Corollaries 1:7.7, 
1.7.11 and Lemma 1.7.10 ~ also extend to the case depth ~ not attained, when 
is a limit cardinal and Ro<cfK. 
Various assumptions in our results are necessary. For example, assume that 
2~=N~ and 2 ~, =N3. In the notation of Comfort and Negrepontis [5] let L--= 
A(N0\~(N0,  and let A be the interval algebra on L. Then IAI =~3, A satisfies 
¢o2-c.c., and every subalgebra of A of power N, has depth >No. Thus GCH is 
needed in Corollary 1.7.11. As another example, assume 2 ~,, =Nt, 2 s' =N2, and 
2s~=N,,~. Let L =A(N~)\~(N2), and let A be the interval algebra on L. Then 
]AI=N,o~; depth A =N2, A satisfies the co3-c.c., and A has no subalgebras of 
power N3 and depth No; this blocks an obvious generalization of Theorem 1.7.15. 
1.8. Unions 
The behaviour of depth under unions is clcar: il is given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.8.1. For infinite cardinals r, and A the following two conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) cfK = cfA. ; 
(ii) there is a strictly increasing sequence (~ : c~ < K) of BA 's  with anion B such 
that for all c~ < K, A,~ has no chain of type A. but B does. 
Proof. (i):~(ii) is clear. Assume (ii). Then it is easy to check that cfA ~<cf~¢ ~< A. If 
A is regular, (i) follows. Hence assume thai A is singular: say (v :  ¢~<cfA) is a 
strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals with supremum A, with cfK < t,o, 
Let (t~ : tx <cfK) be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals with supremum ~. 
Then Va<cfA3f3<cfK( l{x \ . :~ ,<v,~}nA~J=v, , ) ,  where we assume that 
(xv: 3' < A) is strictly increasing it, B. Then cfA <cfK gives a contradiction. 
1.9. Automorphisms 
The following theorem can be proved by modifying Monk and Rassbach [ 1 g]. 
Theorem 1.9.1. For each •. A with N~<A ~K ~<N~ there are 2 ~ isomorphism types 
of rigid BA 's  of power K ~nd depth A : .for K regular each algebra is c~rdinality- 
homogeneous and depth is attained. 
The modificalions are as follows. For • regular, instead of B~. in [18] take 
A * Br, A the interval algebra on A. The singular case is based on the regular case 
as in [18]. 
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Corollary 1.9.2. Suppose No~<K ~/~, No<~A ~</~, g regular. Then the,e is a BA  A 
of power 1~ with depth h attained and tAut At =: ~, 
Proof. l.et B be rigid of power ~t, cardi,mlity-homogeneons, and depth h at.- 
taincd, and let C he rigid of power K and depth N~. If ~ : g, let A = B x B. If 
K <g., let A = BxCxC.  (See [17]]. 
1.10. Classes of BA 's  
It is natural to ask about depth for various special kinds of BA's.  If A is 
complete, then depth A=ce l lA ,  with one attained iff the other is; by [8], 
non-atta inment is only possible when cell A is weakly inaccessible. 
Now consider the class of ~-complete BA's,  where ~ is infinite and regular. If 
A is K-complete but not complete, then cell A > ~ and hence depth A-~ K; if 
cell A = ~ then it is attained, and so A has a chain of t}~e K. Now we shall make 
use of the following modification of Lemma 0: 
Lemma 0'. ;f X is a ehain ir~ l-L. ~ A~ of type K, K an infinite ~'egular canlinal, and if 
[I[<~:, thetz there is a subset Y of X of power ~ and an i c I such that the ith 
projection is one=otw on Y. 
Using Lemma 0' we can generalize Theorem 1.1.1 as follows. 
Theorem 1.10.1. Suppose K ~No, K regular, A is ~-compIete, but not complete, 
depth A = h. and cfh <~ K. Then the depth of A is attained. 
Proof. By the remarks preceding Lemma 0', we may assume that h > K, so that h 
is singular. Now let (t~. :a  <cfA) be a strictly increasing sequence of regular 
cardinals witb sup A. Set 
J ={a:  there is an a <cfa  such that g,, is not embeddable in a}. 
By Lemmas 0 and 0' we have 
J is a (cf,~)-complete ideal. (1  
Case I. For all ~, <cf,~, ~,  is embeddable in J. Then 
For all x ~d and all ~ <cfa ,  /% is embeddable in J n (a  r -x ) .  (2) 
In fact, let x~d and t, <cfX. We may assume that Ix, is no! embeddable in x. If 
(C e • ~ < it,,) is strictly increasing in J, then by l .emma O, (C~," o-x:/3 < ~*,) has a 
subsequence which is strictly increasing, as desired in (2). 
Now we define (&:~ < era ) by induction, Suppose x~ ~ d has been defined for 
all tS<m where c~<cfh, Thus ~ .... x~.- J  by (1). By (2), choose .v,c 
J f ] (A  [ '110<,-x~) so that ~t,~ is embeddable in x,. Now we can finish as at the 
end of the prc~f of Theorem 1.1.1. 
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Case 2. There is an ~ <cfA such that is. is not emheddable in J. Chemise/3 <~ 
such that cfA <~t w Let (a~,: 7<V.~+~} Ire strictly increasing in A. For each 8<cfA  
let 
and set b~. = a .~,  t~ • -a~.~, Then the b,~s are pairwise disjoint, and Iz. is embedda- 
ble in each b~, consequently b~C:J. So the conclusion follows again. 
To show that Theorem 1.10.1 is 'best possible', we need the following generali- 
zation of Theorem 1.2.4. For K infinite let 
i e l  " i~ ' l  
Theorem 1.10.2. Assume ~ is inlinite and regular, and sup~:~depth A~ = A, where 
< cfA. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) deptb~lq?~t A~ is not attained: 
(ii) V i ~ t (A~ has no chain ~ff type AL 
Proof. Obviously ( i)~(i i) .  Now assume (ii). but suppose that <x. :~<,k> is a 
chain of type A in ~l'I~ f A,. For each y ~ ~ [l~'i, i A, let Sy = {i ~: I: y, ¢ 0}. Thus 
!Syt < ~ or ti \ Syl < K. Clearly a </3 < h implies 5;x~ ~ Sx~. 
Case 1, ]Sx.t <K for all c~ <A, Since n~ ,::cL~ it f~!lows that there is an ~<A 
such that Sx. = Sx~ whenever ~ ~/3 < h. S~ wc , ~y assume that Sx. = T for all 
a < A. Thus <x. ~" T: c~ < A> is a chain of type A i~ I L~ ~ A0. contradicting Theorem 
1 2.2 or 1.2.3. 
Case 2. For some ~<A we have tSx.i~.~. So we may assume that 
l{i ~ I: x,,i~ l}I< ~ for all a < A, and the argument goes just as in Case l. 
Using Theorem 1.10.2, if a is singular and ~o~ K < cfA with ~ legular it is easy 
to construct a ~r-complete BA B of depth a not attained. Namely, let </x~ : e~ < 
cf,~) be a strictly increasing sequence of infinite cardinals with supremum A, and 
Now consider the algebras ~K]PP~hK. The most studied of these algebras is 
Ck¢o/~<,~c0 = A. It is well known, and easy to see, that A has depth ~>R~. Hcchler 
[t]  has shown under MA that depth A = 2 ~,,. On the other hand, adding Cohen 
reals shows that it is consistent to have depth A =R~ and 2R">R~; see [15], In the 
case of ti~e algebras ~K/~<,.K we can restrict attention to those with cellularity 
~K +, i .e.  by [5, 12.2]. to those with ~ '> K. Thus the following theorem due to 
the referee settles this case. 
Theorem 1.10.3. For any infinite cardinal K we have depth(PK/P<.,.K)= 
max(~, depth( Pcol P ~ ~ ¢o ). Hence for ~< ~ 2 '~ we get depth~ P~</ IL::,,,~ ) = K. 
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I~oL  Suppose the theorem is false, and let K be mininmm for which there is a 
counterexample. Clearly K > ~O. Let v = max(depth PoJ/P<~,~o. ~), and let 
(A,~ : ~, < v ' )  be a strictly decreasing (mod finite) sequence of subsets of K. Then 
V ,~ < K 3 % < i ,~ V/3, 3' "~ % (A~ N ~ ,::: ,4 v f'l .~ (rood finile)). (1) 
In Net, if ~<: ~, then (A~ n~: /3  < v ' )  is a decreasing (rood finite) sequence of 
subsets of ~. so by the choice of K such an % exists. 
Lett ing/3 = sup{~e: ( < K}, we see that A ,  O ~ = A~ n,~ (mod finite) for all 3, >//3 
and all {. We may assume that /3 = 0. 
For each y>0 let B,. = Ao\A.,,. Thus (B, :  0< y < v*) is strictly increasing 
(rood finite). Moreover,  for each 0 < 3' < v ' ,  
B, has order type ~o and is cofinal in ~ (thus cf ~ = o~). (2) 
In fact, B~ is infinite since (As: ~5 < ~,*) is strictly decreasing. If ao <"  " "< 6,~ are in 
B w then Ao f) (8,~ + l~ = A~ n (~,, + 1) (rood finite) is contradicted. If By c ~, with 
,f'< K, then Aon{" = A ,  ~ '~ (rood finite) is contradicted. So (2) holds, 
Let (~,,: n ~ w) be a strictly increasing sequence of cardinals with supremmn ~. 
Now for each c~ < v ~ let C, = {(m, n) c ~o x ~o: B, N ~,,,I ~-4. n}. Then the following 
statement contradicts e+ > depth(Pa~/P.~,o~o): 
(C;, : c~ < v*) is a strictly decreasing (rood finite). (3) 
To prove (37, suppose c~</3<v *. Choose m' so that B,\B~c_~,w. Let s= 
IB,~ N ~q,,'l, and choose m > m' so that t(B~ \ B,) N K,,, I > s. Then for any p > m we 
have 
=IB,, n,~,, \,~,,,.1 + s =1/3,, n ,~,,I. 
Thus (~\ (m x 1t~ C,,. while (p, f/3,, n K~,I)E C.. \C~ for each p>m,  as desired. 
It is also well known and easy to see that depth(PK/P<~K)>K for all K>~No. If 
we take a ground model M satisfying GCH and any cardi~al • ~ a~ in M, then 
using the usual conditions to make 2~=K ~+ we get a model in which 
depth(PJP<~K) = ~*. 
Concerning the depth of interval algebras we make the following remarks. 
( t )  If ,K is regular but not weakly compact, then there is a linear order of 
power K such thai the interval algebra on L has no chain of type K. For, 
we just take L so that K and K* are not embeddable in L. If (a,~: a < K) is strictly 
increasing in the interval algebra on L, by K regular >co we may write 
a~. = [k,~, b .Du . ' -  u [b.., b~.. ~,) 
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for each c~ < K. Then a </3 implies b n t ~< b. ~, so we may assume all b. t are equal; 
then we continue with b,,2 . . . . .  getting a contradiction. 
(2) If ~¢ is weakly compact, then every l inear order L of power ~ embeds ~ or 
x*, and hence the interval algebra on L has a chain of type K. 
(3) If v is singular, then there is a l inear order L of power K such that L does 
not embed K or K* but the interval algebra on L has a chain of type K. To prove 
(3), suppose theft (A,~: ¢~<cfK) is a strictly increasing continuous sequence of 
cardinals with sup K, ~md with h0 = 0. We define -,/<' i~ iff % ~ < K and there is an 
t~ ~-- cfK such that 3' < A. ~ ~ ~< 6 or else A. "~ ~5 < 3' < A. ~ ~. Then under <' ,  K does not 
embed K or K* ~see [5, p. 166]). For each 3' < K let a v = [0, k . )  Lt [3'. h .  + ~), where 
A. ~< 3' < X,,÷~. Then (av: 3" < K) is strictly increasing, as desired. 
(4) It is consistent with ZFC for there to exist a singular cardinal K and a l inear 
order L of power ~c such that for some A < K, neither h nor A* are embeddable in 
L;  for such an L, h (if regular) is not embeddable in the interval algebra on L, 
For, we can take a model in which R~ <2 '~' and choose L ~ of power N,,,, taking 
A =N~. 
(5) (Remark due to R. Laver.) If K is singular, cfK is weakly compact, L is a 
l inear ordering of power K, and for every A < n either A or A* is emlvcddable in L, 
then K is embeddable in the interval algcbra on L. (co is counted as weakly 
compact.) For. we may assume that each A < K is embeddable in L (otherwise 
take L*). Let (A . :a  <cf~)  be a strictly increa.~ing sequence of regular cardinals 
with sup K, all >cfK. For each c~ <cf~c let (a.~: ~e<X.) be strictly increasing in 
L. Set 
P={{. , /3} :a</3<cfK  and :~<heV~r l<A. (a .~<a~)} .  
By ~he weak compactness of cfk we then have: there is a F~ ~r .c fK  such that 
'~2Fc_P or f~zFc_~2cfr,\P. We can assume F=cD¢. 
Case 1. ~.f '~_ P. Fix /3 <cf~c. For all a </3 choose ~, < A~ such that V ~ < A,, 
(a.,~ < at~). Let t,~ = ~). ~ ~,, Since ht~ is regular >cfK. we have vt~ < A~. Thus if 
c~ </3 and "q <A. ,  then a~. < a~,,. Hence 
is a chain of type ~ in L, 
Case 2, ~2F~cfu \ . cP .  Fix ¢~</3<cf~.  For each ~<h~ choose rt~<h,~ so 
that ¢~.~,, > at~. Since h. < A n and A n is regular, there is a v~ < h,, such that "0.~ = r't~ 
for A~ many £<h~,  Now with a still fixed, let p. = U,~<~<~f~ vn, Since h.  is 
regular >cf~, we have p.<h,~. Thus if a</3  and p.~<-q<A,~, ~<h~.  then 
a,, n >aee Hence 
{[a.+k,,,~,,, a.~ i.,~) U [a~,,,): c~ <cfK, p.+~ ~<rl < h .+t)  
is strictly increasing in the interval algebra o,~ L. 
(6) If ~ is singular and cf~ is not weakly compact, then there is a l inear order L 
of power ~ such that for every h < ~, L emb~ds ,L but the interval algebra on L 
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does not embed K, For,  let L' be a l inear order  of power  cf~ which does not 
embed cfK or (cfK)*. Let (M ' c~<cf~)  be a strictly increasing sequence of 
cardinals with sup K. Let f be a one-~me function mapping L' onto cfK. Set 
L :: {(a, a) :  a ~- L', ~ <. A¢.}, and define 
(a ,~)<(b .B)  iff a<h.  or , : t=b and ~<t3 .  
Clearly if (x~: .~ < ~:) is increasing or decreasing, then =:1 ~ < ~ V rl > ,~ (x~ -= x n). 
Hence  tile interval algebra on L does not embed g (see the proof  for (1) above). 
2. Ordinal depth 
For any BA A, the ordinal depth of A is the suprenmm of tile order  types of 
subsets of A wel l -ordered under  the Boolean ordering. Our  main result, Theorem 
2.6, specifies the form of ordinal depth.  
The  fol lowing lemma is well known. 
Lemma 2.L  If l'c_ to% Own the order type ¢ff F or of ~o" \ F is to'L 
ProoL  We proceed by induction on a. For ¢~ ~ 1 tile lemma is clear. Assume i: for 
t~. if for infinitely many n the order  type of FN[¢o ~' • n, ¢o ~' • (n + l)) is to", then 
the order  type of F is to "*~ (assuming F~ <o '~) .  Otherwise the order  type of 
to" ~\  F is ¢o '~*~. Assume inductively (~ limit, F ~_ ~o ~. If the order  type of F n to g 
is to ~ for cofinally many/3  < c¢ then F has order  type to'~; otherwise ¢o"\  F does. 
This completes  the proof.  
Hence we obtain:  
Lemma 2,2, f f  I '~o"  • 2n, n~to, then the order type of F or of (to ~ • 2n)\ l "  is 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A has ordinal depth >to", where c~ is a successsr ordinal 
7'hen A has a chain of type to'L 
Proof ,  Say c~ = t3 + 1, We call a ¢ A an o~-element if o, ~g • i is embeddab le  in a for 
all i ~ ~o. The procedure  of the proof  of Theorem l . I  . l  can be appl ied if we show 
if a is an :c-element and a = b+c with b 'c  =0,  then b is an 
,~-element or c is an ~c-elcment. (1) 
To prove (t) ,  it is enough to show t|lat for all n c <o, to g - n is embeddab le  in b or 
in c, Let (dr,: 3'<~o~ " 2n)  be an embedd ing  imo a. Set F= 
{~ < to g , 2n:  d v •/3 < d ,+l  • b}. Apply ing Lemma 2.2 Nves the desired result. 
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Similarly we obtain: 
Lemma 2,4. I[ A has ordinal depth ~a~", where ,~ is a limit ordinal with cf~ = to. 
then A has a chain of type (o". 
Using Lemma 2.1 we easily obtain: 
Lemma 2.5. I f  A and B have no chains of  type to", then neither does A x 13. 
Theorem 2.6. Ordinal depth is never attained. I f  A has ordinal depth 8, then 8 has 
the form ~o" " n, where if n = 1, then a is a limit ordinal and cfa > 60. 
Proof. Let A have ordinal depth 8. If it is attained, say (at: .~<,3) be strictly 
increasing. Note that ~>~o. Thus a ,~0,  and the sequence (m. -a~:  1-<-~<8) 
with 1 adjoined at the end is strictly increasing of typc ,S + 1, contradiction. So, 
ordinal depth is not attained. In particular ,S is a limil ordinal. Write 
where 0 ¢ n ~ co and T < co". Suppose 3' ,~ 0. Then let (b~: .~ ~ ~o ~ • n ) be strictly 
increasing. Then (b t • - b.~: 3/<~ ,~ < ~o ~ . n } followed by (b,. • - b~ + b~: .~ < 3'), where 
u = ~o ~ • n, is strictly increasing of type 8, contradiction. So. 3' = 0. If n = l, then a' 
is a limit ordinal and cfc~ > ~o, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Finally, we construct examples howing that the depths described in Theorem 
2.6 can actually occur. To this end we introduce a standard sequence of ideals in a 
BA A:  
IA=t0};  12 = U,~..x I2 for h a limil ordinal; 
I2+1 ={a s A:  a/l  2 is a finite stun of atoms of A/12}. 
The following lemma is well known: it can be easily proved by induction on /3. 
Lemm~ 2.7. Let A have an ordered basis (at: ~<~o" . n), where n ~ (o, and B-<-~x. 
Then A / I~  ha~ an ordered basis ([a~]: ~ to" .n ,  ~ = ~o ~ • ~) for some 3' ~ 0. 
Theorem 2.8. Let A have an ordered basis of type co '~ . n + 1, where n > O. Then 
the ordinal depth of A is o)" • ( n + 1). 
Proof. Let (%: £<~to'~. n) be the (~rdered basis, where ate=:0 and a~ = 1, 3"= 
60~.n. For each /3<~o" the sequence (a~ .... a~:{3~(~" ,  n) followed by 
(a~+-a~:~</3)  is of type ~o '~. n+B.  Thus the ordinal depth of A is at least 
(o '~ • 01 + 1). Suppose (b~: ~-~o)" • (n + 1)) is strictly increasing in A. It is easy to 
prove by induction that ([b~]: {5 = o9~ • 3" for some -/~>0} is strictly increasing in 
A/I'~ for each B~<a. Thus for /3=a,  A/ I2  has a chain of l~ngth n+2.  This 
contradicts the fact that by Lemma 2.7, A t Ia  is a finite algebra with v: amms~ 
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Theorem 2.9. Suppose c~ is a limit ordinal with eft, > co. Then there is a BA with 
ordinal depth eY'. 
Proof, For each /~<:~ let B~,~ be a BA with ordercd basis <o ~, and let A= 
IIg.~,, n~,. Using Lemma 2.5 it is easy to check that A has ordinal depth co". 
3. Length 
For any BA A we define the length of A to be the supremum of IXI such that 
X is a linearly ordered subset of A (under the Boolean ordering). An obvious 
application of the F~rd6s-Rado theorem yields: 
Theorem 3.1. length A ~ 2 '~'m~' A 
Theorem 3.2. ff Nt~:  ~<~, "~22 ~, then there is a BA with length A and depth K 
Proof, We may assume that h = 2 ~. In the notation of [5] we can then take the 
interval algebra on A(K)\.~(K). 
Tim proof of Theorem 1,1.I can be easily modified to yield: 
Theorem 3.3. f f  A has le,~gth K with cfK = ~o, then length is attained. 
Tim analog of Theorem 1.2.1 for length fails. For example, if A is any 
denumerable BA then "A  has length 2'°. This is because ~A embeds ~Q,  and 
({qeQ:q<r}: r~gg)  is a chain in ~Q of size 2". We do not have a good 
description of the length of direct products of BA's.  This question is related to 
some problems treated in the literature, If I, is a linearly ordered set and K c L, 
we call K de~se in L if for all a, be- L, if a <b,  then there is a c~ K such that 
a < c < b, For each infinite cardinal ~ let Ded ~: be the sup of all A such that there 
is a linearly ordered set of power A with a dense subset of power ~, In [2] one can 
ind a lot of information on this function Ded. In particular, the following facts 
proved there are relevant o our length problem. 
For every ~c~o, K<Ded ~. ( l)  
There is a model of ZFC in which 2'*'=N~,. °'~',=N~,,,.~, and 
Dcd ~ < 2"~, ' ~ (2) 
The reason for the relevance of this notion to length of products is that ~ I  can be 
isomorphically embedded in |-L~ A~ (ff all A~ have more than one element), and 
we have the following simple lemma (see [2. Theorem 2. l]). 
Lemma 3.4. For ~ ate3 ~, infinite cardim~ls ,~ ith K ~ 3, the following condi,:ions are 
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equivalent: 
(i) There is a linear ordering L of power )t with a dense subset K of power r,. 
(ii) ,~: has a chain of size ~. 
From Lemma 3.4 we get the following lower and upper hounds for length of 
products. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  all A~ have more than one element, hen max (Ded t I I, sup~  x length A~) 
~<length I'Ll1A~ ~<IL~ length A~. 
The following two examples hed some light on these estimates. 
Example 3.6.1. For each i<to  let A~ be the i,'~terval algebra on 2ox- - .  x2~ 
(lexicographically ordered), Thus Ded to ,= 2 `0 = Zi, while supi,~zlength A~ = 2,,. But 
the length of VL~,o A~ is l]~.,length A~ = 2~,~ . In fact, for any x c I]~,.-~ define 
g~ e I-L~,~ A~ by gfi = x 1' (i + 1) for all i e7 to, Then if x < y in the lexicographic order 
we also have g~ < gv: so g is the desired order-isomorphism. 
Example 3.6.2. We take the model mentioned in (2) above, and consider 
'°,g~to. We have Ded to = length ~o = No,, length~'~o = length ~o~ = R~,,,, bul 
Problem 4. Describe exactly length I ] ,~ A~ in terms of III and length A~, i c / .  
In connection with the above results it is perhaps appropriate at this point to 
make some remarks on maximal chains in power set algebras; although a careful 
study of maximal chains is not within the scope of this paper, we can clarify some 
results and problems in the literature. First we note that (1) and (2) above, aloug 
with Lemma 3.4, show that [10, Exercise II.4.28] (= [9, Exercise 2.10.28]) should 
have the assumption GCH, there being counterexamples otherwise. Second [10, 
Problem I I . l l ]  is clarified somewhat by the following result: 
if X is a maximal chain in ~to, then IXt = ~o or !XI = 2 '°. (3) 
In fact, X can be embedded in R (see [3]), and any uncountable set of reals 
contains an N~-dense set (i.e.. a set with the property ~hat between any two of its 
members are exactly N~ others). In fact, we may assume that IX i=Nv Define 
a ~ b iff a, b ~ X and, with a < b, I(a, b)l <~ w. Then there are only countabty many 
equivalence classes with more than one element, and each is countable, so the st't 
of elements in one-element classes is N~-dcnse. 
Thus if X is uncountable then it contains a dense-in-itself subset Y, and by 
maximality must contain all cuts of Y; hence IXI = 2% 
Now we return to our discussion of length. By Lemma 0 it is clear that 
length(A x B) = max(length A, length B), with attainment for A x B ill attainment 
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for a factor with length that of A x B. Hence it is easy to establish Theorem 1.2.4 
and Corollaries 1.2.5, 1.2.6 with depth replaced by length. 
Concerning free products and length, first we mention: 
Theorem 3.7, Suppose dlat cfK > ah A has no chain of power cfK, and B has no 
chain of power K. Then A * B has no chain of  power ~. 
As already mentioned, the proof of Theorem 3.7 is almost identical to that of 
Theorem 1.3.1. Now a modification of Theorem 1.3.2 with type replaced by 
power follows, and Corollary 1.3.3 holds with depth replaced by length. It is 
perhaps surprising that Theorem 1.3.4 does not hold with depth replaced by 
length. In fact, suppo~;e )~<cf r<K,  and ~h has a chain C of size ta, where 
cfK <~ ~ < K; see our di:~cussion above concerning when this can take place. Let A 
be the interval algebra on C, and let B be any BA of length K not attained (this is 
possible by the version of Corollary 1.2.6 for length). Then A * B has no chain of 
size K. i:or, suppose th :  X is snch a chain. For each x ~ X write 
x = ~ a~" t,h 
where a~, a~ := 0 for i< l  < m~, a~e A, b'/e B. For each c~ e A let 
T~={b~:x~X, i<m~,and ~ea~}. 
Then T,~ is a chain in B (cf, (2) in the proof of Theorem 1.3.l), so IT~I< ~. Thus 
T = U,~a T,, has size <K. Let B '=SgT.  Then Xc_A*B '  and so Ixl<~, con- 
tradiction. 
However, by the method of proof of Theorem 1.3.4 we have: 
Theorem 3.8. Let length B = K >cf•. I f  A has a chain of type cfK, then A * B has 
a chain of size ~. 
For K singular we thus know the following. Using Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.7, 
(1) and the above argument, 
if cf~ is a successor cardinal, ~ sir:gular, then there is an A of 
length cfK and a B of length K such that A*  B has no chain of (4) 
size K. 
By the argument for Theorems 3.1 and 3.8, we have 
if VA <cfK (2~ <~cf~), cfK <length A <~,  and tength B = K, then (5) 
A * B has a chain of size K. 
If cfK = length A < K and cfK is weakly compact, then if length A 
is attained and length B = ~ it follows that A *B has a chain of (6) 
size K. 
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The following was noticed by the referee, generalizhlg Theorem 3,8. 
If cfK < K, A has a chain of size cfK having cfK pairwi~ disjoint 
intervals each with at least two elements, attd length B = K, ~:hen (7) 
A * B has a chain of size a<. 
In fact, let (o~: a <cfK) and (a'~: a <cfK) be such that V cl <cfK (a~, < a~) and for 
all distinct a, 18 < eft,  o.~ < a~ or a~ < a~, with all a,,, a~ ~ A. For each a < cfK let 
C, be a chain in B of size A,, where (M: c~ <elK) is strictly increasing with sup t<, 
Then for each a <cfK and b e C,  let 
x,b = a ,  , b + a'~ . -b .  
It is easily checked that (x~b: c~ <cfK, b ~ C~) forms a chain of size K. 
The above facts leave several questions open; the following is a simple one. 
Problem $. Let co < cfK < ~c, and let L be a dense linear ordering of power cGc 
with no dense subset of power <cf~< and with no family of cfK pairwise disjoint 
intervals. Let A be the interval algebra on L, and suppose that length B = ~c. Then 
does A * B have a chain of size ~< ?
Recall that the ordering arising from a cft<-Sottslin tree satisfies the conditions in 
Problem 5. 
We have not investigated the behaviour of length under amalgamated free 
products or ultraproducts. 
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